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ABSTRACT

Advancing Biomechanical Research
Through a Camelid Model of the
Human Lumbar Spine

Dean Keith Stolworthy
Department of Mechanical Engineering, BYU
Doctor of Philosophy

The increasing incidence of disc degeneration and its correlation with lower back pain is an alarming trend in modern society. The research of intervertebral disc degeneration and low back pain would greatly benefit from additional methods to study its etiology and possible treatment methods. A large animal model that maintains the biological and mechanical environment that is most similar to the human lumbar spine could provide substantial improvements in understanding and resolving the problem of intervertebral disc related low back pain.

This dissertation presents my doctoral work of investigating the potential for the camelid cervical spine to serve as a suitable animal model for advancing biomechanical research of low back pain and intervertebral disc degeneration in the human lumbar spine. Specifically, this work identifies the cellular, morphological and biomechanical characteristics of the camelid cervical spine and intervertebral disc as compared to the human lumbar spine. My results demonstrate that there are remarkable similarities in all aspects. Many of the similarities with respect to the cellular environment of the intervertebral disc are a consequence of the camelid status as a large mammal. Additional testing of the cellular makeup of the camelid intervertebral disc cells revealed that many human qRT-PCR primers associated with disc degeneration are suitable for use in alpacas without modification. From a biomechanics standpoint, the camelid cervical spine also has a vertically oriented spinal posture and is unsupported near the end in an open kinetic chain, providing a mechanical parallel with the human lumbar spine. The camelid cervical intervertebral disc size is closer to the human lumbar intervertebral disc than all other currently used animal models available for comparison in the literature. Average flexibility (range of motion) of a camelid spinal motion segment showed similarities in all modes of loading. Based on magnetic resonance imaging and radiologic grading of the intervertebral disc, almost 90% of elderly camelids exhibited advanced degeneration (Pfirrmann grade 3 or higher) in their cervical spine, and about half of aged camelids have developed severe degeneration (Pfirrmann grade 4 or higher) in at least one or more of their cervical segments, most commonly within the two lowest cervical segments (e.g. c6c7 and/or c7t1). Thus, while there remain differences, the remarkable similarities between the camelid and human spine strengthen the case for using camelids as a model for human disc degeneration, normal and pathological biomechanics and fluid transport, and potentially as a pre-clinical model for investigating the efficacy of novel spinal devices.

Keywords: animal model, spine, intervertebral disc, disc degeneration, biomechanics, orthopaedics, camelid
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INTRODUCTION

The human spine is a complex moveable structure, with biology and mechanics that simultaneously work together to maintain its health and function [1, 2]. Analogous with all mechanical devices, the probability of failure increases with the number of moving parts and joints. The human spine follows this standard as it consists of multiple intervertebral disc (IVD) joints that allow motion while also being implicated with low back pain, which affects 80% of the population, with 15% of the United States suffering from chronic low back pain [3]. While the cause of low back pain is often uncertain, it is most often attributed to degeneration of the IVD [4-7].

The lack of understanding for low back pain and intervertebral disc degeneration (IVDD; also referred to as degenerative disc disease, DDD) is due, at least in part, to the lack of available tissue for study. With few healthy tissue samples from humans to compare with unhealthy tissue samples, much effort has been devoted to the study of DDD in other species; however, the spine and IVD of these animals are often dissimilar to the respective human anatomy. Animals rarely experience DDD naturally, and several other important differences in regards to the cellular, morphological, and biomechanical environment of the spine, make them unfit for comparison. Ultimately, understanding the differences and specifically identifying the relevant similarities is key to finding a viable animal model for intervertebral disc degeneration. If there exist specific characteristics that predispose a human to develop DDD, then these characteristics might also predispose an animal to develop a similar condition. Likewise, if particular characteristics
combat DDD, then these should also be considered with future animal studies and should be considered when selecting an animal for future studies.

The discovery of a clinical paper that identified DDD in the lower cervical spine of a mature llama [8] prompted this research and hypothesis that camelids, specifically llamas and alpacas, often experience IVDD in their lower cervical spine due to similarities with the human lumbar spine, in regards to the cellular, morphological, and biomechanical environment. As such, the camelid cervical spine and intervertebral disc would be a good animal model to represent intervertebral disc degeneration in the human lumbar spine.

1.1 Motivation

The growing global problem of chronic low back pain is often correlated with DDD [9] and is one of the top-five reasons for hospital admissions, activity limitations, surgical procedures, and physician visits for people under 45 years of age in the United States [4, 10-13]. A large percentage of the aging human population is afflicted with this seemingly irreversible condition [11, 70], with approximately 40% of people under 30 years of age and upwards of 90% of people 55 years of age or older that reportedly suffer with moderate-to-severe levels of DDD in their lumbar IVDs [70].

In the United States alone, the economic impact of low back pain approaches upward of $625 billion [14, 15], in regards to medical costs, lost wages/taxes, disability claims, and workman’s compensation. The concern with this growing problem is that the current solution of lumbar spinal fusion is reportedly ineffective for half of the patients [16, 17] as revisions surgeries are often required, and the validation process for future solutions is inadequate. Following the first spinal fusion surgery, approximately 60% never return to work, and 80%
never return to work after multiple fusions. They become functionally classified as permanently disabled [14, 15, 18, 19].

Our understanding of the potential mechanical causes of LBP and disc degeneration is primarily limited due to the difficult nature of obtaining and testing appropriate, live human material [20]. IVD research is most often destructive, and destructive tests require large sample sizes to verify statistical significance. There is simply not enough healthy IVD tissue to compare against unhealthy IVD tissue. Thus, much of our current understanding of the intervertebral disc has been obtained from cadaveric, ex-vivo testing methodologies [21-24]. Recently, in-vitro models have emerged that use human or animal tissue that is sustained using advanced bioreactors and cell culture techniques [25-27]. These techniques hold great promise, but are currently limited in scope (e.g., a single spinal disc without adjacent tissue or bone), mechanics (e.g., simple loading conditions), and availability (e.g., only a few specialized sites have demonstrated long-term survival of human discs) [28].

While past research has greatly enhanced our knowledge and understanding of the spine, the development of novel treatments is largely hampered because the research community lacks an appropriate model for testing and study. Current ex-vivo testing methodologies have provided exceptionally useful information. For example, numerical analysis studies help analyze nutrient flow and mechanical flexibility; biomechanical spine simulators may provide boundary conditions for the numerical studies or benchmark flexibility data for future orthopaedic devices; benchtop testing protocols using cadaver specimen increase our confidence in devices prior to FDA approval; and bioreactors allow the testing of some cellular therapies. However, none of these models can demonstrate efficacy of treatments in vivo, thus the design-prototype-test-cycle that is common to engineers is limited by the burdensome regulatory processes required for
human testing. A validation and testing platform is needed to address the dynamic, functional requirements of the human lumbar spine. In order to accelerate the development of better treatments for low back pain, a more readily accessible and characteristically similar model of the human condition is required, and this is most likely to occur with an animal model [20, 29]. Identifying a more accurate animal model is the most-likely approach to accelerating research and forging breakthroughs for disc degeneration and lower back pain [20, 30].

1.2 Objective

The objective of this work was to examine the hypothesis that the camelids (specifically llamas and alpacas) will naturally develop intervertebral disc degeneration due to similarities in the cellular, morphological and biomechanical environment, and therefore would be a good animal model for intervertebral disc degeneration in the human lumbar spine. Relevant background information is provided for the vertebral column and for other large animal models that are commonly used in orthopaedic research. Characteristics of the human spine, and an explanation for why these particular characteristics are important to capture in a potential animal model, are presented as desired characteristics for animal models of DDD. As intervertebral disc degeneration has proven to contain both biological and mechanical correlations, and considering that mammalian biology is extremely similar within all mammals, this research focuses primarily on the mechanical similarities of the alpaca and llama cervical spine to the human lumbar spine; specifically, morphological and biomechanical evaluations of the camelid cervical spine were performed for benchmark comparison with other animal models that are commonly used in spinal research, in addition to comparison with the human lumbar spine. The hypothesis is tested by determining the prevalence of intervertebral disc degeneration in several alpacas.
1.3 Document Organization

The contents of this dissertation come from multiple publications that were accepted or submitted for publication and are organized to present the findings in a clear and logical manner. Relevant background information is included; although, this is not considered a comprehensive review of animal models and intervertebral disc degeneration. Additional background and methodology information may also be found in my master’s thesis [31].

Characteristics for a good animal model of DDD can be found in Chapter 3, and the separate research for the camelid animal model is found in Chapter 4 through Chapter 7. Chapter 4 describes the morphology of the alpaca and llama cervical IVD in regards to the shape and size. Alpaca and llama morphology were compared with published benchmark data from other large animal models, and the human cervical and lumbar intervertebral disc. Chapter 5 is focused on the biomechanical posture and flexibility of the alpaca and llama cervical spine, and includes comparisons with human cadaveric lumbar biomechanics, also obtained from my master’s research, in addition to published values for the human cervical spine and other animal models. Chapter 6 describes the MRI study performed on 20 live alpacas to investigate the prevalence of intervertebral disc degeneration in the alpaca cervical spine, which was also compared to published values for the human spine. Chapter 7 contains a brief review of some preliminary research on the development of an intervertebral disc bioreactor, which is ongoing; Chapter 8 describes another ongoing project for tracking in vivo biomechanics using high-displacement nano-composite strain gauges. A summary of my doctoral work, conclusions, and recommendations for continuing this body of research can be found in Chapter 9.
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2 BACKGROUND

2.1 Vertebral Column

The primary purpose of the vertebral column, or spine, is to protect the spinal cord, while also providing an uninterrupted and flexible, structural element for the body. The spine consists of a series of interdependent joints that allow motion, while also providing support to those regions above each vertebral level. Based on location, the vertebral column is divided into different segments: the cervical segment in the neck, the thoracic segment in the chest (or upper back), the lumbar segment in the lower back, and the sacral region in the hips.

Figure 2-1: The human vertebral column shown with spinal sections, vertebrae, intervertebral discs, and curvature.
In order to maintain stability, the human vertebral column develops its characteristic “double s-shaped” curve in the sagittal plane. The direction of curvature is termed lordosis and kyphosis, which alternates between each segment: cervical—lordosis, thoracic—kyphosis, lumbar—lordosis, sacral—kyphosis. This is not necessarily the case though with quadrupeds. While most animals maintain a lordotic curvature in the cervical spine, some animals may display a curvature of primarily kyphotic in the thoracic and lumbar regions. However, there are some animals that may develop a lordotic curvature in both their thoracic and lumbar regions of the spine, and this may be influenced by environmental factors such as gait or external loads [34, 35].

While the purpose and anatomy of the spine may be similar for humans and other mammals, the relevant differences come into play with the mechanics and function. A big factor that changes the mechanics experienced throughout the spine involves the orientation of the particular segment with respect to gravity. Other inputs may also change the loading and mechanics of a specific spinal segment. For example, the vast majority of mammals walk using all four legs (quadrupeds), but humans only walk on two legs (biped). The vertebral column is actually a column in humans with its vertical orientation, whereas the quadruped spine is mostly horizontal and supported from the front and hind legs. However, the function of the cervical spine for all mammals (including humans) is to support and transfer the loads from the head. With the cervical spine only supported from the lower end, it functions in an open-kinetic chain, where the motion of a lower level affects the position of everything above. The dynamics of the cervical spine begin like an inverted pendulum, but grow increasingly more complicated with each additional joint, which is like stacking another inverted pendulum on the other. With quadrupeds, this dynamic dilemma is simplified as the front legs create a stable anchor point for
the cervical spine and close the kinetic chain for the lumbar and thoracic spine. For quadrupeds, the lumbar and thoracic spine work like a bridge—supported at both ends by the front and hind legs, the spine connects the two as it runs mainly horizontal to span the distance while supporting the gravitational loads, with a direction that is near perpendicular to the spine. However, the vertebral structure of humans continues the open kinetic chain for the entire length of the spine. The thoracic spine supports the loads from the cervical region, in addition to the loads from the arms and chest; the lumbar region in the lower back supports the loads from the thoracic and cervical regions, plus the additional loads from the abdomen; and the sacral region in the hips serves as the base of the vertebral column and bilaterally transfers the load from the rest of the spine to the os coxae (hip bones) via the sacroiliac joint. With each descending level, the load from above that needs to be supported grows.

Figure 2-2: Quadruped animal spine is supported by the front and hind legs.
2.2 Intervertebral Disc

The vertebrae of the cervical, thoracic, and lumbar regions are all separated by a thick cartilaginous pad called the intervertebral disc, which is the motion-enabling component within the spine [36]. The IVD acts as a mechanical spring-damper [37, 38]. The hydrostatic pressure that is caused by the vertical loading of the vertebral column translates to tensile stresses in the collagen fibers of the annulus fibrosus. While allowing motion, the intervertebral disc also provides stiffness and damping (or shock absorption), which is associated with the size of the disc: the level of shock absorption is determined by the disc height, and the stiffness depends on a mixture of the disc height, and transverse sectional geometry. IVD size varies greatly among individuals, depending on the individuals’ size (e.g., height and weight) and lifestyle (e.g., sedentary or active), in addition to other factors such as gender, race/ethnicity, and genes. The intervertebral disc size also varies within an individual based on the location (e.g. spinal region and superior/inferior), which is largely correlated with function. In humans, cervical IVDs are smaller diametrically, which allow for a greater segmental range of motion while supporting a smaller load. Likewise, the lumbar IVDs are larger diametrically, which may reduce the segmental range of motion, but it also allows more weight to be supported for the same stress level [39-43].

2.2.1 Intervertebral Disc Structure

The IVD is composed of three distinct regions: a nucleus pulposus (NP) core that hydrostatically transfers the compressive loads along the spine through each adjacent vertebra. This is accomplished as the disc is compressed, and the NP pushes out on the cross-linked collagen fibers of the annulus fibrosus (AF). The arbitrarily oriented collagen fibers of the NP contribute to their viscous response. While the two regions are easy to distinguish, the change
from one to the other is a continuous transition such that it is difficult to distinguish a distinct line between the two, especially when viewing this transition zone under a microscope. Likewise, the NP and AF rapidly and continuously transition into the vertebral endplates (EP), which enclose the disc, superiorly and inferiorly, and regulate nutrient and waste exchange between the adjacent vertebrae and the disc.

2.2.1.1 Nucleus Pulposus

The NP is a gelatinous, hydrogel-like composite of randomly oriented collagen fibers that are embedded in a proteoglycan-rich extracellular matrix [11]. The proteoglycans (mainly aggrecan) bind to long chains of hyaluronic acid, which are highly charged chains of glycosaminoglycan (GAG) that form a viscous substance to attract and retain water, therefore enabling the NP to distribute the axial compressive loads as it pressurizes the IVD and increases disc height [44].

2.2.1.2 Annulus Fibrosus

The AF is composed of 7-25 concentric lamellar bands of fibrocartilage with highly organized and cross-linked collagen fibers that are oriented at alternating oblique angles with each successive band [45, 46]. The AF bands effectively resist the tensile forces produced from the NP pushing outwards during loading of the spinal column [37, 38, 46, 47]. The AF is often further segmented into an inner- and outer-annulus due to compositional and associated biomechanical differences between the two regions. The outer annulus consists of high concentrations of type-I collagen (90%) relative to total collagen content, whereas the inner-annulus has an increasing composition of type-II collagen and proteoglycans as it transitions into the NP [6, 45, 48].
2.2.1.3 Cartilaginous End Plates

Similar to the articular cartilage of other joints in the body, the cartilaginous end plate (CEP) is made of hyaline cartilage; however, the function of the end plate is remarkably different than that of articular cartilage. The primary function of the end plate involves enclosing, maintaining, and protecting the NP while regulating nutrient transport between the NP and the available blood supply in the neighboring vertebral body. The cartilage cells of the end plate are oriented to facilitate both functions, as it transitions into bone.

2.2.2 Nutrition

Although small vessels do exist in the vertebral endplates and outer rings of the AF, the IVD is generally accepted to have no direct nerve or vascular supply [5, 11, 49-51]. Due to the largely avascular structure of the IVD, the health of the disc is largely associated with its ability for nutrient and waste transfer [11, 47, 51-56]. As a result, nutrients are exchanged via two alternative mechanisms: long distance diffusion for smaller molecules and bulk fluid transport for larger molecules [52, 56]. Smaller molecules include oxygen, amino acids, water, and glucose. Larger molecules include growth factors, proteases, and macromolecules that are generated in the cells. Diffusion is greatly enhanced by bulk fluid transport. The metabolic activities are dependent on receiving nutrients (such as glucose) and disposing of metabolic byproducts (e.g. lactic acid).

2.2.3 Intervertebral Disc Biology

The environment of each region of the disc (and all connective tissue) is maintained by the respective cell of that tissue. For example, the fundamental cell of bone is the osteocyte, or for cartilage is the chondrocyte. Likewise, the nucleus pulposus is maintained by the NP cells,
which are similar to the chondrocyte, such that the extracellular matrix that is produced by the cells is rich in proteoglycans—predominantly aggrecan and collagen. The NP consists of randomly oriented (primarily Type-II) collagen fibers. The increased concentrations of aggrecan contribute to the viscous amorphous consistency of the NP. The apparently disorganized collagen structure is due to the hydrostatic stress distribution within the NP. NP cells are unique as they have adapted to a low-oxygen environment as there is no direct blood supply to the NP, yet they are able to survive [1, 57-60].

The cells in the annulus fibrosus (AF-cells) are like fibroblasts as they create an extracellular matrix rich with collagen. The strength and rigidity of the tissue is largely determined by the concentrations and organization of the different types of collagen, which are aligned with the stress field that is experienced throughout the respective tissue. The AF concentration of aggrecan is lower than that of the NP; however, when combined with the high-degree of organization of the (primarily Type-I) collagen fibers, the tissue forms a strong mesh to support the pressurized NP [1, 57-60].

2.2.4 Development of the Intervertebral Disc

The mammalian disc is unique such that it develops from cells of two distinct embryonic origins: the notochord and the somite [36]. As the embryo matures, the notochord is surrounded by somites, which develop into sclerotome cells and trigger the notochord to separate into distinct clusters as the notochord retreats from within the sclerotome, the somites transition to the AF, and the notochord groups into the future NP. The AF and NP cells further develop to begin forming the IVD structure and extra-cellular matrix [61-65]. The origins and the progressive formation of the cartilaginous endplate are currently unknown [47].
An interesting phenomenon with the nucleus pulposus concerns the absence of notochord cells in the adult human disc. The post-natal nucleus pulposus becomes increasingly more populated by chondrocyte-like NP cells, which may originate and migrate from the cartilaginous endplates and the inner annulus fibrosus [63], but recent studies found the NP cells primarily originate from the notochord, with select occurrences of non-notochordal origins found near lesions of the annulus fibrosus or cartilaginous end plate [66].

The notochord cells most-likely transdifferentiate into NP cells as the increased pressurization and decreased oxygen and nutrient supply of the IVD [61], or possible other items, trigger adaptation of the cells to prevent apoptosis and survive in a low-oxygen (hypoxic) and high mechanical-stress environment. Notochord cells are more potent than the chondrocyte-like NP cells in synthesizing proteoglycans, but also have a higher, metabolic demand that is unsustainable in the mature human intervertebral disc. Notochord cells may remain present in the post-natal nucleus pulposus, but most are triggered to phenotypically change to chondrocyte-like NP cells for maintaining the collagen of the extra-cellular matrix of the tissue. Their disappearance and replacement by the chondrocyte-like NP cells will lead to a transformation of a fluid-like nucleus pulposus into a more solid cartilaginous one [67]. However, while humans experience drastic changes to the NP by adulthood [7], with undetectable amounts of notochordal cells as early as 4-10 years of age [67], similar results do not transcend with most animals, which maintain notochord cells throughout their life. Notochord cells are particularly important with the investigation of disc degeneration and regeneration because of their potential metabolic demand and ability to produce aggrecan.
2.2.5 Intervertebral Disc Degeneration and Dysfunction

The human lumbar intervertebral disc operates under a mechanically harsh environment and plays a significant role in the development of DDD [3, 43, 68, 69]. Intervertebral disc degeneration is difficult to characterize because it is broadly defined and arguably impossible to distinguish from the natural changes associated with aging [3, 10, 67, 70, 71]. According to Smith,

“[Intervertebral disc] degeneration is perhaps best defined as a cascade that begins with changes to the cellular microenvironment within the substructures of the disc that progress over decades to structural breakdown and functional impairment” [36]. Adams more concisely defined disc degeneration as “an aberrant cell-mediated response to progressive structural failure” [3]. While degeneration affects a large portion of young individuals in the industrialized world between 20-40 years of age, many older individuals do not have disc degeneration. So, while age is correlated with degeneration, the two are not synonymous. Other environmental and genetic factors must also be in play [36] that contribute to the structural breakdown and failure of the IVD, including nutrition, weight, and activity type, intensity and frequency [43].

Degeneration occurs when catabolic activity is greater than the anabolic processes, such that cell death occurs more rapidly than cellular proliferation. Both the NP and the AF are sparsely populated with cells [67, 72] making cell death an extremely significant occurrence. A single preliminary cause of disc degeneration has not been identified, however disc degeneration occurs when the biological remodeling balance between protein synthesis and protein catabolism is upset in favor of catabolism [73-75]. When mechanical fluid flow is reduced or interrupted, there is decreased cell function, increased acidity, and possibly cell death [48, 73, 76, 77].
While age-related IVD degeneration is a virtually universal condition for humans, it remains largely absent from most of the animal kingdom. Only a few breeds of animals are known to exhibit this condition: several species of “knock-out” mice [78-87], rats [88-90], dogs [91], and baboons [92-94]. Specific dog breeds (e.g., chondrodystrophic breeds such as dachunds, beagles, and bulldogs) develop DDD [95, 96] whereas non-chondrodystrophoid breeds rarely experience DDD. Of these, primates are obviously the most genetically similar to humans; however, their use as animals models is limited by ethical, regulatory, and cost considerations [28, 29].

2.2.5.1 Intervertebral Disc Related Low Back Pain

Pain is not an automatic precursor for IVDD, nor is the lack of pain a sign of disc health. While the intervertebral disc is often considered a source of low back pain, intervertebral disc degeneration is often present without pain. Pain can also be present without DDD. Other sources of low back pain may include the zygapophysial (facet) joints, spinal muscles and ligaments, or vertebral fractures [28, 97-101].

2.3 Animal Models of Intervertebral Disc Degeneration

Animals have been used for over 100 years [102] for research that has allowed significant advancements in the medical field. Specifically, biomedical research has utilized animals to investigate matters of disease [20, 29, 103], biocompatibility [104], function [105, 106], and therapeutics [20, 102], of various products, implants and procedures. Animal models have historically provided an appropriate benchmark for understanding human biology [107] and mechanics [108, 109], along with their relation to injury [110, 111], pathology [20, 69, 112, 113], and healing [41, 114].
Animals are an important part of biomedical research of the spine [20, 29, 115-118]. Current *in vivo* animal models used in spinal research include murines [119-121], leporids [122, 123], canines [91], porcines [124-126], ovines [127, 128], bovines [129, 130], macropodidae [131, 132], and caprines [133-135]. Each animal model has distinct advantages and disadvantages, yet no animal is capable of sufficiently replicating the environment of the human spine, and especially the degenerative pathology of the human IVD. Preparatory steps for human clinical trials may already include particular animal studies, but the animals and models that are used often do not adequately simulate the environmental conditions for human orthopaedic implants. As most animals will rarely naturally experience disc degeneration, they may hold the key to understanding different non-invasive, therapeutic methods that either discourage catabolism or further encourage metabolism.

The biology and mechanics of the IVD have been investigated using several methods, including *in vivo* and *ex vivo* studies using human cadaver and animal specimen. While much has been learned from existing disc models, each has its limitations, and the perfect model for the human disc does not exist. The extreme difficulties that are often experienced while advancing an orthopaedic device to the point of human clinical studies may prevent many reasonably good devices from realizing the destined application. At the same time, there is a lot of information and knowledge that remains unknown because these devices are never implemented. For this reason, the development of spinal orthopaedic devices would greatly benefit from an intermediate step that utilizes the biology and mechanics of animals.

Preparatory steps for human clinical trials of several orthopaedic devices may already include specific animal studies, but the animals and models that are used often do not adequately
simulate the environmental conditions for the human lumbar spine. Therefore, there exists a need to discover a reasonable and applicable animal model for human spine orthopaedics.

2.4 Camelids

Preliminary research had sparked interest to investigate camelid animals (i.e., llamas and alpacas) for use as a viable animal model for intervertebral disc degeneration. During related research of intervertebral disc degeneration, a published clinical report was found claiming that a llama naturally developed pathology of the cervical intervertebral disc [8], so our interest turned to whether llamas naturally experienced disc degeneration, as humans do.

Despite an elongated vertebra, several similar characteristics were identified with initial inspections, including the spinal curvature, moment arm, and vertical weight-bearing. Specifically, the camelid cervical spine maintains a characteristic lordotic curvature and supports a vertical load through a series of multi-faceted joints in an open kinetic-chain. Whereas the other segments (thoracic, lumbar) of the spine on quadruped animals are bound by front- or hind-legs the camelid cervical spine moves freely, which resembles the bipedal motion of the human lumbar spine [136].

Llamas and alpacas were also available for study as several alpaca and llama ranches were nearby, in addition to several local abattoirs that slaughtered the animals for their meat and hide. The bones and especially the cervical spine were often discarded. A fresh llama neck was obtained from the abattoir, and the cervical region was dissected, the IVDs removed and visual inspection of the discs confirmed that the llama IVD was at least similar, if not larger, in size to current large animal intervertebral discs. Also observed during this dissection was the significant role that the supporting musculature and large bifurcated nuchal ligament must play in
stabilization of the neck. As camelids are large animals, it was also suspected that the NP of the mature IVD would be absent of notochord cells, which is also typical of other large animals [62, 65, 137].

There are several species of camelids (six shown in Table 2-1), and they all may provide a unique perspective for studying the spine. The dromedary and bactrian camel are attractive due to their age. A large animal that lives over 40 years old is probably more likely to develop an age-correlated pathological condition than an animal that only lives a few years. Their weight also would require larger IVDs, which might be subjected to increased stresses. However, camels would be difficult to obtain as they are only accessible in particular parts of the world. Vicugna and guanaco are most often found in the wild in South America but are unavailable as they are protected under various conservation laws in several countries.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Common (Scientific) Name</th>
<th>Life Span</th>
<th>Adult Weight</th>
<th>Height at Shoulder</th>
<th>Load Bearing Capacity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dromedary Camel (camelus dromedaries)</td>
<td>40-50 years</td>
<td>450–540 kg (1000–1200 lb)</td>
<td>180–210 cm (6–7 ft)</td>
<td>150-230 kg (350-500 lb)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bactrian Camel (camelus bactrianus)</td>
<td>40-50 years</td>
<td>450–680 kg (1000–1500 lb)</td>
<td>180–210 cm (6–7 ft)</td>
<td>150-270 kg (350-600 lb)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Llama (lama glama)</td>
<td>20-30 years</td>
<td>130–200 kg (280–450 lb)</td>
<td>90-120 cm (3-4 ft)</td>
<td>30-50 kg (60-100 lb)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guanaco (lama guanicoe)</td>
<td>20-25 years</td>
<td>70–90 kg (150-200 lb)</td>
<td>105–120 cm (3½–4 ft)</td>
<td>15-20 kg (30-50 lb)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vicuna (vicugna vicugna)</td>
<td>20-25 years</td>
<td>35-65 kg (80-140 lb)</td>
<td>70–90 cm (2½–3 ft)</td>
<td>10-15 kg (20-30 lb)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alpaca: Huacaya &amp; Suri (vicugna pacos)</td>
<td>15-20 years</td>
<td>46-84 kg (100-185 lb)</td>
<td>90–120 cm (3–4 ft)</td>
<td>10-20 kg (20-50 lb)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The llama and alpaca are the most available for study: world-wide and locally. Llamas and alpacas are highly domesticated animals, which are raised for their wool and meat. They can easily be found at several ranches that are located nearby and throughout the world, and local abattoirs and ranches were able and willing to provide the neck for research purposes. Furthermore, the llamas and alpacas would be the desired animals to study as their weight range is similar to humans. In fact, comparing these two animals may yield some interesting data concerning the effects of weight.

Alpacas may live between 15-20 years and are typically skeletally mature by age 3. The cervical spine consists of 7 vertebrae, which are relatively long compared to their transverse geometry, although the atlas (C1) and C7-vertebra are noticeably shorter [136] (Figure 2-3). The extended lengths of the vertebral bodies of the cervical spine create a long moment-arm that further exacerbates the bending stresses, particularly in the lower segments [43, 68]. The cervical vertebrae also have noticeable differences from the human lumbar vertebrae; specifically, the camelid vertebrae have two sets of lateral masses: cephalic and caudal protrusions extend ventrally to protect the blood vessels, trachea, and esophagus. The vertebrae transverse-sectional geometry is smaller in the mid-transverse section and expands outward near the endplates. The cervical IVDs get larger with the lower segments, which is similar to the human lumbar spine [136] and is likely a response to elevated mechanical cell-signaling from the increased stresses [139] of supporting the head and upper cervical musculature. The facet joints of the camelid spine are similar in size to the human spine; however, the orientation is more vertical, and appears to act as a stabilizing guide during axial-rotation, rather than a hard-stop motion limiter during extension and/or lateral-bending motions, as seen in humans.
The paper that initially prompted this research identified DDD in the lower cervical spine of a mature llama that showed clinical signs of pain [8]. While this was a single case of DDD in an animal, it was particularly interesting because of the potential for an animal that might also exhibit disc-related pain. Several questions were driven by this single case concerning whether this was a unique, solitary, or isolated, incidence of DDD in the animal kingdom; or, if it is common with this animal species. Not considering any potential genetic predisposition to DDD, there were other observed similarities between camelids and humans. Considering these options, and understanding how the spine research community lacked a viable animal model of DDD, a list of desired characteristics for an animal model of DDD in the human lumbar spine was compiled.
3 DESIRED CHARACTERISTICS FOR ANIMAL MODELS OF THE HUMAN LUMBAR SPINE

The desired characteristics for an animal model of the human lumbar spine and intervertebral disc are described in this chapter, with focus on the relevance and understanding of the applications and limitations. For example, shared characteristics of hair color are probably irrelevant for this application of identifying an animal model to describe an orthopaedic condition. Conversely, similarities in DDD incidence rates and mechanism would be highly relevant.

Each animal model has advantages and disadvantages, as well as its applications and limitations, when used to simulate any human condition. While a perfect animal-model match is impossible, the increased prevalence of relevant characteristic similarities often corresponds to a better model [20]. Not all criteria must be met to justify use as an animal model, but the differences and limitations should be understood for the results to be translated for applications to the human condition. Each aspect of the animal IVD that bears a close resemblance with that of the human IVD greatly simplifies translation of the test results from animals to human.

3.1 Availability

The most important characteristic for any model is the availability and the availability over time—or sustainability. An animal is not available for consideration if it is classified as extinct, near extinct (or endangered), protected, rare, or otherwise difficult to obtain. This is a
big reason why laboratory tests are most often performed with mice, rats, rabbits, and many other small mammals: there are lots of them, and they reproduce quickly. They are also easy to sustain by means of shelter, food, and hygiene requirements. Research utilizing non-mammalian animals (e.g. insects) have also been extremely successful with laboratory studies for these reasons. The number of animals available for study, as well as the simplicity to obtain animals for study must be a factor in identifying a viable, sustainable model.

Deviation from this requirement may not affect the quality of the animal model itself; however, it will limit the number of researchers that could work with the model, and therefore increase the time required for reaching a solution. It may also simultaneously encourage testing on an animal model that is near extinction, or pushed to extinction, which would greatly hamper the research efforts, despite the fact of being unethical. For this research, it was already understood that llamas and alpacas were available for study locally. As alpaca or llama farms are located throughout the world (including over 1,800 registered alpaca farms located throughout all regions of the US), the results presented here indicate exciting potential for using camelids as a model of human lumbar disc degeneration

3.2 Cellular

The second most important characteristic of an animal model of intervertebral disc degeneration concerns similarities in the cellular environment. The cellular environment contains much of the intimate pre-requisites for cellular health, and rather than simulating this via a bioreactor, or manipulating an animal surrogate to parallel the environment of the human lumbar intervertebral disc, a representative animal model would already capture these similarities. One of these requirements was already mentioned above in 2.2.4, regarding the
notochord cells of the nucleus pulposus. The presence of these cells may make an animal more robust to disc degeneration and may not accurately represent the adult human condition [20]. Notochord cells, therefore, should not be present in the IVDs of the mature animal since they are not present in mature human IVDs, and it has been shown that these cells play a factor in reducing the susceptibility of the disc to develop DDD. The presence of notochord cells is just one example of the cellular homology seen across species but more cellular requirements may exist, which may also be captured by using an animal with a similar cellular environment.

Other factors for comparison may be in regards to cell type and densities (e.g., 80% NP-cells vs 20% notochord cells, at 40 cells/cc), in addition to similarities in the extracellular matrix, such as the type and density of proteoglycans and collagen. Another factor for comparison may be tissue hydration. For the purposes of this research, the cellular environment was not studied. It was assumed that these items were similar enough between the camelid cervical and the human lumbar intervertebral disc, and this is what allowed the DDD to develop in the llama of the clinical paper [8].

3.3 Morphology

3.3.1 Shape

The shape of the cartilaginous end plates of the IVD may form convex or concave curves. Human lumbar IVDs are convex for both the upper (cranial) and lower (caudal) endplates, when viewed from the sagittal or frontal planes [20], which mate with the concave-shaped vertebral endplate (Figure 3-1). The double-convexity of the human lumbar endplate results in varying outcomes: the benefits of increased stability and contact area are overshadowed by the increased distance (and therefore difficulty) for nutrient and waste exchange. Also, while the increased
disc volume may provide more shock absorption, it also requires more maintenance through the NP and AF cells, and therefore more nutrition is required in an already nutrient-deprived location.

Figure 3-1: Sagittal cut representation of the human vertebrae-disc-vertebrae structure shows the shape of the endplate (EP) is convex on both the cephalic and caudal endplates.

The transverse planar shape of the human disc is often approximated as an ellipse; sometimes it more closely resembles an ellipse than any other shape; however, the human lumbar IVD is often found with a “lima-beam” shape as the mid-posterior portion provides spinal cord clearance (Figure 3-2). This unique shape provides increased surface area for nutrient diffusion and stress-dispersion during compressive loading, but it also creates high-stress concentration points in the posteriolateral regions of the disc during lumbar extension. This portion of the disc also coincides with the primary location of radial fissure and nuclear protrusion [3].
Figure 3-2: Transverse sectional view of the human IVD. In the transverse plane, the human disc may take on a more kidney bean (left) or elliptical shape (right), but the disc is most often represented as an ellipse.

3.3.2 Size

The IVD is a unique tissue as it is considered (by some) to be the largest avascular organ in the human body [61, 140]. Due to this lack of vascularity, nutrition in the disc is governed by diffusion (through the surface area in contact with blood vessels) and bulk fluid flow due to the biomechanical pumping effects of spinal motion. IVD size affects both the mechanics of the disc and the availability of nutrition and waste exchange. The transverse-cut cross-sectional dimensions (width and depth) and the height of the IVD, all of which would affect the mechanics, should be sufficiently similar to the human lumbar IVDs to maintain comparable static and dynamic mechanical stress levels between the animal and human lumbar IVD.
3.4 Biomechanics

A characteristic that is closely related to disc size is that of biomechanics. Comparisons with the biomechanics and flexibility of the spine should also be normalized by the appropriate geometric parameters (disc size, weights, and applied torques and moments all contribute to mechanical stresses) in order to accurately transfer knowledge for pre-clinical tests of orthopaedic devices. A familiar example of this normalization process is that pressure is a normalization of the force by the cross-sectional area; however, a comparison of applied moment conditions, or the more physiologic applied moment plus compressive follower load conditions
are challenging to normalize. Just as pressure is the normalization of the force, the physiological loads may also be normalized to the resulting stress that is felt at the intervertebral disc. This may not be required though if the disc size and flexibility of the respective animal model matches the comparable human. If the static and dynamic stresses are similar in the form of magnitude, direction, or the time-dependant variations of the two, these factors may contribute to an increased likelihood of developing intervertebral disc degeneration.

The biomechanics of the spinal segment is also important as it captures the segmental motions that encourage nutrient dispersion, increased diffusion, and bulk fluid transport of nutrition and the evacuation of metabolic byproducts (waste). Flexibility studies of animal and cadaveric-human spines have proven exceptionally useful in evaluating IVD mechanics and biomechanical changes due to disc degeneration [20, 29]. The torque-rotation response correlates with the flexibility and strength properties of the soft tissue, and the compression/relaxation response correlates with the mechanical pumping required for bulk fluid flow with nutrient transport to the tissue, in addition to providing a measured parameter to begin to understand the stress levels experienced at various disc levels and locations. Similar to the benefits of having an animal with similar-sized IVDs, testing orthopaedic devices would not require as significant of alterations or translation of knowledge if the flexibility and stiffness of the spinal segments are more similar to that of the human spine.

3.5 Degeneration

A large difference with current animal models of intervertebral disc degeneration is that the animals do not naturally experience disc degeneration. While it may not be required, the ability of an animal to develop degeneration greatly increases the number of studies that are
possible with the model, including (especially) treatment studies. Some animal models of DDD use small animals and/or unnatural methods to artificially initiate the development and progression of DDD, which may not accurately resemble the human condition. Several animal models induce degeneration through puncture, overloading, or protease injection; the ideal animal model should naturally develop disc degeneration, similar to the human condition.

3.6 Summary

The desired characteristics for an animal model of the human lumbar spine were described in this chapter and are summarized in Table 3-1. While every animal shares various characteristics and traits, the applications and limitations of an animal model has advantages and disadvantages when used to simulate any human condition. A perfect match is impossible, but the increased prevalence of relevant characteristic similarities often corresponds to a better model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Purpose</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Availability</strong></td>
<td>World-wide access to an animal model will accelerate and focus the research of the human lumbar spine and intervertebral disc. Similarities in the cellular environment will capture the disc’s susceptibility to developing DDD, and therefore allow mechanical effects to be manipulated and studied.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cellular</strong></td>
<td>Nutrition requirements for the disc in addition to the disc’s ability to transfer nutrients and waste are heavily influenced by the disc morphology (size and shape) and biomechanical environment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Morphology</strong></td>
<td>The best verification for an animal model of disc degeneration is for the animal to be able to naturally experience degeneration.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Biomechanics</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Degeneration</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4 MORPHOLOGY OF THE CAMELID INTERVERTEBRAL DISC

Human lumbar intervertebral discs are wedge-shaped with convex cartilaginous endplates on both the cephalic and caudal ends when viewed from the mid-sagittal plane [20]. This convexity results in an increased transport distance and difficulty for nutrient and waste exchange with the vasculature in the adjacent vertebrae. Other functional effects of the size and shape of the IVD concern the disc biomechanics, cellular environment, and applicability of human-sized spinal interventions.

Pre-clinical animal models of the spine are regularly used to investigate safety and efficacy of spinal fusion hardware [118, 143-145], scoliosis instrumentation [146-149], artificial discs [150-155], or other spinal orthopaedic devices. However, current large animal models do not match the size of human lumbar spinal discs [156-162]. Thus, size incongruity of the disc limits applicability of observed efficacy data from these studies. Having an animal model with similar-sized IVDs would allow more straight-forward testing of orthopaedic devices as it would not require significant alterations or translation of knowledge if the morphology of the spinal segments more closely resembled that of the human spine.

Results from pre-clinical testing of biological approaches to disc repair and regeneration are similarly limited due to differences in nutrient diffusion rates which are highly, and nonlinearly, dependent on tissue dimensions [51, 52, 55, 61, 163-165]. The IVD sizes among the various animal models vary by orders of magnitude. Small-animal IVD models provide a
substantially different nutritional environment which “may be biased against the influence of nutritional or healing deficiencies that underlie human disc degeneration” [29]. Existing large animal models of the IVD (ovine, porcine, bovine) approach the size of the larger human IVD, but there remains room for improvement.

This chapter details the studies of the size, shape, and other qualitative aspects of the alpaca and llama cervical intervertebral disc morphology, such as disc structure and organization. Quantitative results were compared with published benchmark data for the human cervical and lumbar intervertebral disc, in addition to other large animal models, to gain insight into the benefits or faults of using the camelid cervical model of the human intervertebral disc.

4.1 Methodology

Morphological studies were performed on seventeen alpaca IVDs and nine llama IVDs, which were obtained from four alpacas: Alpaca1 (C3C4, C4C5, C5C6, C6C7); Alpaca2 (C2C3, C6C7); Alpaca3 (C2C3, C4C5, C5C6, C6C7, C7T1); Alpaca4 (C2C3, C3C4, C4C5, C5C6, C7T1); and three llamas: Llama1 (C2C3, C5C6); Llama2 (C2C3, C3C4, C4C5, C5C6); Llama3 (C2C3, C3C4, C4C5). Cervical segments were transected and imaged to compare disc morphology, including the disc shape and size. The disc shape was observed in the transverse and sagittal planes, with the focus on the curvature of the cephalic and caudal endplates of the IVD. The disc size was measured using calibrated optical photogrammetry of the mid-transverse and mid-sagittal sections of the disc using MATLAB® (The MathWorks, Inc.; Natick, MA) Image Processing Toolbox to quantify the size (Figure 4-1).

Three researchers with experience in IVD anatomy each made three measurements of the respective disc anatomy shown in Figure 4-1. Analysis of these measurements showed no
significant difference (p<0.05) between observations (intra-observer reliability) or researchers (inter-observer reliability) using a mixed model analysis. Reported results represent an average of all the measurements taken and a pooled standard deviation.

Figure 4-1: Measurements of IVD anatomy for the camelid (alpaca and llama) cervical IVD. WD = Whole Disc; AP = Anterior Posterior; NP = Nucleus Pulposus.
Whole disc (WD) anterior-posterior (AP) width was measured as the maximum straight-line distance from the middle anterior to the middle posterior annular region, including the annular and nuclear regions. WD lateral width was measured as the maximum straight-line distance from the middle left lateral to middle right lateral region, which also included the annular and nuclear regions. Nucleus pulposus (NP) AP width was measured as the maximum straight-line distance from the middle anterior to the middle posterior nuclear region, not including the inner annulus. NP lateral width was measured as the maximum straight-line distance from the middle left lateral to the middle right lateral annular region, not including the inner annulus. Annulus fibrosus (AF) AP width was calculated as the difference between the whole disc AP width and the NP AP width. AF lateral width was calculated as the difference between the whole disc lateral width and the NP lateral width. Disc height was estimated as the average distance between the cranial and caudal endplates within the bounds of the NP. Disc shape will be evaluated in the mid-sagittal section, according to concavity of the cephalic and caudal endplates, and mid-transverse sections, according to the elliptical axes, which are captured by the AP width and lateral width.

Finally, a qualitative anatomical review of the alpaca intervertebral disc was performed to study the tissue structure of the whole IVD and the individual sections of the IVD, including the cartilaginous endplate, nucleus pulposus, and annulus fibrosus. This was accomplished using a fluorescent-microscopy live/dead cell-staining method, which stains the IVD tissue for brighter contrast under fluorescent light. Results are presented in this chapter as it relates to the disc morphology; however, the methodology and other applications of live/dead cell-staining are described in greater detail in chapter 7.
4.2 Results

A qualitative review of the alpaca intervertebral disc gross anatomy, morphology and extracellular environment confirmed the expectation for similarities, while also identifying some contrasting characteristics in regard to shape and size. On average, the size of the alpaca and llama cervical IVD approached the size of the human lumbar IVD (Figure 4-2) and cervical IVD (not shown), while still maintaining a significantly smaller size and elliptical shape.

Figure 4-2: Relative intervertebral disc size/shape comparison of the human lumbar (left), alpaca cervical (middle) and llama cervical (right). A consistent scale was maintained for all images.

Figure 4-3: The camelid cervical IVD presents the lordotic wedge shape in the sagittal plane (left) with the adjacent vertebrae maintaining a planar cephalic endplate and a concave caudal endplate. The shape in the transverse plane (right) was elliptical.
In the mid-sagittal section, the lordotic-wedge shape (Figure 4-3) of the camelid cervical IVD differed from the human lumbar IVD as the cartilage endplates were planar-concave, with the cephalic endplate maintaining a pseudo-planar surface and the caudal endplate maintaining a concave surface, where the center of the disc may reside closer to the endplate, as shown in Figure 4-4, where a disc is being prepped for fluorescent microscopic inspection and a transverse planar microtome cut of the caudal end of a frozen IVD reveals the rings of the annulus fibrosus with the cartilaginous-endplate still visible in the center. This differed from the human condition of convex-convex and may result in a decreased likelihood of degeneration due to a lack of nutrition-supply because the diffusion distance is reduced for the NP cells to transfer nutrients and waste to the vasculature in the adjacent vertebrae.

Figure 4-4: In a transverse planar section of the intervertebral disc, the convex portion of the caudal alpaca vertebra is shown in the center (pink/white), surrounded by the annular rings (left). As the cuts go deeper, the endplate is removed and the nucleus pulposus and annulus fibrosus are apparent (right).
Figure 4-5 shows two images obtained using 10X magnification with fluorescent microscopy. The nucleus pulposus is visible on the left with randomly oriented collagen fibers (green clouds) with living (green) and dead (red) NP-cells scattered throughout the nucleus pulposus. The annulus fibrosus on the right shows the alternating orientation of the collagen fibers (green hue) and the increased AF-cell density between the adjacent layers. More information on fluorescent microscopy can be found in Chapter 7.

Figure 4-5: Nucleus pulposus (left) and annulus fibrosus (right) of the alpaca intervertebral disc during fluorescent microscopic imaging using 10X magnification.

However, when compared to other large animal models commonly used in spinal orthopaedic research, the alpaca and llama cervical IVDs were closest in whole disc size to the human cervical and human lumbar intervertebral disc (Figure 4-6, Table 4-1), in regards to the measured whole disc dimensions of AP width and lateral width, and also in regards to the calculated transverse area, which is calculated as the area of an ellipse, using the measured AP width and lateral width as the major and minor axes, according to the following
The alpaca and llama cervical IVD transverse area were approximately 48% and 53% of the transverse area of the human lumbar IVD, with the next closest size comparison coming from the porcine lumbar IVD transverse area of 43% of the human lumbar IVD.

\[
\text{AREA}_{\text{ellipse}} = \frac{\pi}{4} \cdot a \cdot b, \quad a = WD \text{ AP width, } b = WD \text{ lateral width.}
\]

Figure 4-6: IVD size (area, depth, width) comparison between alpaca, llama and large animal spine segments (C=cervical, L=Lumbar) [159-161, 166, 167], as a percentage of human lumbar [22, 58, 160, 166, 168], which is represented with the horizontal reference line. Standard deviations are shown where available. AP = Anterior Posterior.
Table 4-1: Large Animal Intervertebral Whole Disc Size Comparisons:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DIMENSION</th>
<th>AP Width (mm)</th>
<th>% Human L.</th>
<th>L. Width (mm)</th>
<th>% Human L.</th>
<th>T. AREA (mm)</th>
<th>% Human L.</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alpaca C.</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>75%</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>64%</td>
<td>792</td>
<td>48%</td>
<td>original</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Llama C.</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>81%</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>66%</td>
<td>872</td>
<td>53%</td>
<td>original</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human L.</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>1630</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>[58, 159, 161]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human C.</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>91%</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>81%</td>
<td>1200</td>
<td>74%</td>
<td>[58, 161]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baboon L.</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>61%</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>63%</td>
<td>634</td>
<td>39%</td>
<td>[159, 161]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Porcine L.</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>65%</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>66%</td>
<td>697</td>
<td>43%</td>
<td>[161, 166]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Porcine C.</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>43%</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>36%</td>
<td>251</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>[161, 166]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ovine L.</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>58%</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>62%</td>
<td>585</td>
<td>36%</td>
<td>[159, 161]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ovine C.</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>59%</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>43%</td>
<td>415</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>[159, 161, 169]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calf L.</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>65%</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>61%</td>
<td>641</td>
<td>39%</td>
<td>[161]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The intervertebral disc is more than just a single cartilaginous pad, and requires the proper function of all of its anatomical parts, including the nucleus pulposus, and annulus fibrosus, and their interactions as the disc is compressed and deformed. Comparable benchmark data was not widely available in the literature for anything other than the human IVD. Considering all of these factors, the camelid IVD also showed similarities in regards to the AP depth of the whole disc, NP, and AF depth, as well as the AF width, (Figure 4-7, Table 4-2).

The alpaca and llama discs proved to be similar in size to each other, with the alpaca disc anatomy generally being smaller except in regards to the AF. The alpaca AF was thicker in both the anterior-posterior depth and the lateral width (Figure 4-7, Table 4-2). Camelid IVD height was shorter than human lumbar IVD (Figure 4-7, Table 4-2). In the transverse plane, the shape of the disc consistently appeared elliptical, with no observed deviations in the posteriolateral
regions of the disc; therefore, by capturing the disc depth and width, the transverse planar shape can be accurately captured as the minor and major axes of an ellipse. In the sagittal/frontal planes, alpaca and llama cervical discs are approximately planar on the cranial end plate and concave on the caudal end plate.

Figure 4-7: Alpaca (left box) and llama (right box) cervical IVD size comparison with the human lumbar IVD (reference line shown as average of human data in Table 4-2).
Table 4-2: Alpaca and llama cervical IVD size (measured in mm) comparison with the human lumbar IVD. AP = Anterior-Posterior; SD = Standard Deviation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measured in mm</th>
<th>Alpaca Cervical</th>
<th>Llama Cervical</th>
<th>Human Lumbar</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Mean (SD)</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whole Disc</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8.3 (0.56)</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>28.1 (5.58)</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AP Width</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>36.2 (8.11)</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lateral Width</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11.1 (2.67)</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AP Width</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16.0 (4.32)</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lateral Width</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>17.0 (4.29)</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annulus Fibrosus</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>20.3 (6.46)</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.3 Discussion

Llama and alpaca cervical discs are similar in shape as the human lumbar discs while consistently exhibiting a more elliptical shape in the transverse plane and portraying the common lordotic wedge shape when viewed in the sagittal plane. However, the curvature of the cartilaginous endplates is not consistent with the human condition as the camelid discs have a pseudo-planar cephalic endplate and a concave caudal endplate. These shared characteristics strengthen the applicability of the camelid cervical model with potential for testing various
physical, cellular, or surgical treatments, which may be more rapidly translated to viable
treatments for LBP in humans.

Pre-clinical animal testing of spinal instrumentation is often viewed as an extended
biocompatibility test, rather than providing valid functional data. Our results demonstrate that
llama and alpaca discs are significantly closer in size to human discs than other animal models,
and thus have greater potential to provide a more direct comparison of treatment options for
discogenic back pain, intervertebral disc repair and regeneration.

In summary, the results provided in this chapter show that a camelid IVD model
sufficiently mimics the human lumbar IVD in regards to intervertebral disc size, shape, and
acellular anatomy. Of the large animal models included in this chapter for benchmark
comparison, the alpaca and llama included in this study were larger than any other model. From
these results and the information presented previously, the larger disc has an increased demand
for oxygen, nutrition, and waste exchange in order to sustain the life of the camelid IVD cells,
and therefore the disc is more susceptible to degeneration.
The purpose of this chapter is to report on our findings for the biomechanics of the camelid cervical IVD in the context of providing an animal model of the human lumbar IVD. This chapter describes the studies on the biomechanical posture and flexibility of the alpaca and llama cervical spine, and includes comparisons with human cadaveric lumbar biomechanics, which was obtained from my master’s research, in addition to other published values for the human cervical spine and other animal models.

Animal models of the spine have proven exceptionally useful in evaluating IVD mechanics and biomechanical changes due to disc degeneration [20, 29, 133]. However, there are fundamental differences in the biomechanical loading observed in the spine of most quadrupeds as compared with that of humans [34, 35, 170]. Those animals that are currently used in spinal research have a horizontal spine orientation for the thoracic and lumbar spine while standing; however this is vertical in humans [170, 171]. The passive compression provided by spinal musculature in the thoracic and lumbar spine is unlikely to capture the kinetic/kinematic effects of gravity and loading when the rostral and caudal ends are supported by the front and hind limbs.[171] However, in all animals, the cervical spine is loaded in an open-kinetic chain and more vertically oriented than the thoracic and lumbar regions. In fact, the posture of the cervical spine directed over the front legs of a quadruped is markedly similar to the bipedal structure of the human (see Figure 5-1).
Oriented resistance to gravity loading is a fundamental loading condition associated with erect posture and ambulation in humans, and most quadruped spines lack this characteristic, particularly in the lumbar spine. Both humans and quadrupeds exhibit additional compressive loading due to the intermediate and deep muscle loading and pre-strain in passive stability elements (i.e., ligaments and fascia) of the spine, which varies by location [20, 141, 172], but the human lumbar spine exhibits a characteristic lordotic curvature that is in stark contrast to the kyphotic curvature in the lumbar region of quadrupeds. This difference in curvature also contributes to a different loading condition and biomechanical motion profiles [34, 173, 174] for the IVD.
5.1 Methodology

Biomechanical flexibility tests were performed on camelid cervical spines (Figure 5-1), which included 10 alpaca and 3 llama cervical segments. Test specimen were obtained from 4 Alpacas: Alpaca1 (C3C4, C4C5, C5C6); Alpaca2 (C4C5, C6C7); Alpaca3 (C3C4, C4C5, C5C6); Alpaca4 (C4C5, C7T1); and a single llama: Llama1 (C2C3, C3C4, C5C6). Human samples used for statistical comparison were obtained from 7 lumbar segments that were obtained from 4 human cadavers: Human1 (L1L2, L3L4, L5S1); Human2 (L1L2); Human3 (L2L3, L4L5); Human4 (L3L4) [31].

Spinal segments were cleansed of all extraneous muscle and adipose tissue, and used for biomechanical flexibility testing of the functional spinal unit (FSU). The bilateral nuchae ligament was also removed from each camelid FSU due to attachment difficulties during biomechanical testing of a single level FSU. The nuchae ligament plays a large role in the support of the cervical spine and would greatly resist flexion, and stabilize against left and right lateral-bending. The removal of the nuchae ligament was expected to result in increased ROM and decreased stiffness in the flexion-extension and lateral-bending loading directions.

Remaining specimen preparation and testing followed published protocols using the flexibility method [22-24, 31, 58, 175-179], where the resulting motion is measured and correlated with an applied load. Each specimen was sprayed with phosphate buffered saline [180] at 5 minute intervals to maintain hydration during dissection and testing. Each FSU was potted using a two-part polyester resin (Bondo 265, 3M; St. Paul, MN) [181-183] and secured in the test chamber, which maintained room temperature (20±3 °C).
Pure moment loads were applied in axial rotation, flexion-extension, and lateral bending, using a quasi-static, dynamic loading protocol with a continuous speed of 1-deg/sec [23, 31, 32]. A custom spine simulator [23, 24, 31] applied a symmetric ±4-Nm applied torque-limit in each loading direction to achieved the near-maximum segmental range of motion without damaging any soft-tissue [109, 157, 184, 185]. This torque-limit was determined during exploratory flexibility studies on a single C6C7 cervical spinal segment: the sigmoidal torque-rotation curve approached the segmental limits of motion, where large changes in applied torque had little effect on the observed motion, and the torque-rotation curve approached a horizontal asymptote (see Figure 5-3). This exploratory testing indicated that ±4-Nm was a reasonable limit in all modal loading directions in the absence of a compressive follower-load. Each FSU was preconditioned to this torque-limit for a minimum of 20 cycles, when a repeatable torque-rotation response was observed [23, 24, 31]. Multiple cycles of each testing condition were then recorded.
5.1.1 Data Analysis

Segmental rotations in each of the primary modes of loading were computed from the 3D kinematic data. The sigmoidal torque-rotation response of each segment was centered about the range of motion (ROM) and fit with a pair of dual-inflection-point Boltzmann (DIP-Boltzmann) equations [23, 24], which are of the form

\[ \theta = \frac{ROM}{2} \cdot \left[ 1 - \frac{1}{1 + e^{\alpha_1(T-m_1)}} - \frac{1}{1 + e^{\alpha_2(T-m_2)}} \right]. \]

The dependent variable, \( \theta \), represents the overall rotation of the upper vertebra with respect to the lower vertebra. \( ROM \) is the segmental range of motion, \( T \) is the applied torque (independent variable), \( m_1 \) and \( m_2 \) identify the location of the inflection points, and \( \alpha_1 \) and \( \alpha_2 \) are associated with the exponential growth rate near \( m_1 \) and \( m_2 \).

The full nonlinear, viscoelastic response of the segment was captured using the two DIP-Boltzmann equations to model the torque-rotation response (1 upper, 1 lower: unloading \( \rightarrow \) loading, with an average coefficient of determination of 99\%) for each test, as well as to easily calculate several FSU flexibility parameters (range of motion, neutral zone, hysteresis, and neutral-zone stiffness) in Table 5-2, which describe the viscoelastic torque-rotation according to [23, 24, 186]. These flexibility parameters were calculated numerically in order to reduce subjective results. Additional explanation of the flexibility parameters or the DIP-Boltzmann equation can be found in my master’s research [23, 24, 31, 186].
Collected data was analyzed using a mixed model analysis of variance (ANOVA) test corresponding to loading direction (axial-rotation, flexion-extension, and lateral-bending), specie (alpaca, llama, human), and blocking on the randomized test specimen. Human lumbar data used for statistical comparison was obtained from published test data using the same testing protocols and spine tester, according to [24, 31], and the human data used was limited to healthy IVDs (Thompson grade degeneration less than 2) that came from published data on seven human lumbar IVDs [31]. Descriptive statistics (mean and standard deviation) were calculated for the observed/calculated flexibility parameters, and are presented for comparison between species.
Table 5-1: Flexibility parameters of the spine.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>ROM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Range of motion (deg)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The amount of segmental rotation experienced during testing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Neutral zone (deg)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A portion of the ROM where small changes in load result in large changes in rotation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Stiffness of neutral-zone (Nm/deg)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The amount of torque required to cause one degree of rotation within the near constant-slope neutral-zone region</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hysteresis (Nm)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The horizontal spread of the upper and lower torque-rotation curves within the neutral zone</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.2 Results

5.2.1 Postural Similarities

A qualitative inspection of the camelid identified four anatomical characteristics that enforce a similar biomechanical loading condition in the alpaca and llama cervical spine to that experienced in the human lumbar spine: 1) their natural posture aligns the loading of their cervical vertebrae vertically to resist gravity loading in an open kinetic chain, 2) the gravity load supported by the lower portion of the spine is magnified due to the extended (moment-arm) length of the neck, 3) the cervical vertebrae exhibit a lordotic curvature similar to that of the human lumbar spine (Figure 5-4), and 4) the lordotic curvature presents itself secondary to weight bearing in the upright position, whereas the primary (embryonic) curvature is kyphotic.
Figure 5-4: The camelid cervical spine (right) has biomechanical similarities to the human lumbar spine (left).

The role of the large bifurcated nuchae ligament was evident during preliminary dissection studies of the alpaca neck. With all musculature removed, the caudal base of the neck was manually held to the dissection table, and the cephalic portion of the neck oriented vertically to simulate the in-vivo condition. The cervical spine remained stable with its constant lordotic curvature. The neck would always return to this stable position following small and large perturbations in flexion, extension, and lateral-bending. By applying an increasing load up to approximately 25 pounds for flexion motion, the cervical spine lied flat on the dissection table. When released, the spine sprung back to its stable position as before. Also, despite regular misting with the PBS solution, the nuchae ligament appeared to desiccate as the nuchae ligament shortened and the radius of curvature decreased with time. This same effect occurred after
freezing an intact cervical spine. These observations confirmed that the nuchae ligament played a significant part in the stiffness and stability of the cervical spine in flexion and lateral-bending motions. As the nuchal ligament was on the posterior surface, it would not have affected the extension motion.

5.2.2 Biomechanics and Flexibility

Segmental biomechanics and flexibility parameters in the 3 primary modes of loading were captured through the torque-rotation response which exhibited the expected sigmoidal shape (Figure 5-5) that is consistent with human spine biomechanics [23, 24].

![Figure 5-5: Flexibility tests captured the torque-rotation response of alpacas and llamas in the three modal axes of loading: axial-rotation (left), flexion-extension (middle), and lateral bending (right), as represented with these exemplar torque-rotation curves from one of the tests.](image)

Available flexibility data in published literature was mostly limited to ROM, with some also reporting NZ. When comparing the ROM of alpaca, llama, and other large animal models used for human lumbar spine biomechanics testing, the llama and alpaca presented the expected results that they had a comparable ROM as the human lumbar spine or the other large animal models (Figure 5-6). The increased ROM observed in flexion-extension and lateral-bending was
expected due to the removal of the large nuchal ligament from the posterior spine, thereby greatly decreasing the passive stiffness of the segment.

Figure 5-6: Approximate range of motion (ROM) of several large animal spine segments (C=cervical, L=Lumbar) in axial-rotation, flexion-extension, and lateral-bending, as a percentage of human lumbar ROM [41, 58, 109, 133, 185], which is represented as the horizontal reference line. References for provided benchmark data are as follows: Human L. [31, 58, 179, 183], Human C. [187], Porcine L. & C. [185], Ovine L. & C. [109], Caprine L. [133], Calf L. [41].
Flexibility parameters of ROM, NZ, K, and H, were determined from the DIP-Boltzmann torque-rotation curves and are shown in Table 5-2 with published human lumbar and cervical parameters. Boxplots of the range of motion (ROM) and other flexibility parameters (NZ, K\textsubscript{NZ}, and H) show no significant difference between the alpaca and llama (Figure 5-7) found for any of the flexibility parameters (ROM, NZ, H, K) between alpacas and llamas. In axial rotation, the camelid ROM was nearly identical with the human lumbar spine. In flexion-extension and lateral bending however, the camelid segments were significantly more flexible than the human lumbar spine (p<0.01) and closer to data reported for the human cervical spine [58]. Regardless, multiple similarities with the human spine were observed with neutral zone, hysteresis, and neutral-zone stiffness (Figure 5-7). Significance levels for the various flexibility parameters and their differences across species can be found in Table 5-3.

Previously published human lumbar biomechanics data obtained using the same spine tester and a similar test protocol [24] was used for comparison. In axial rotation, the human cervical ROM lies within the range measured for camelids. In flexion-extension and lateral bending, however, the camelid segments were significantly more flexible (p<0.001) and closer to data reported for the human cervical spine [58]. This increased flexibility was expected due to the testing procedure used, which removed the large nuchae ligament from the posterior spine, thereby greatly decreasing the passive stiffness during flexion. Additional biomechanics and flexibility data presented in Figure 5-7 and Table 5-2 demonstrate similarities with the human spine in regards to neutral zone, hysteresis, and neutral-zone stiffness.
Table 5-2: Comparative flexibility parameters of the alpaca and llama cervical spine segments. ROM = Range of Motion; NZ = Neutral Zone; KNZ = Neutral-Zone Stiffness; H = Hysteresis. Dir = Direction; AR = Axial-Rotation; FE = Flexion Extension; LB = Lateral-Bending.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specie</th>
<th>Dir</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Statistic</th>
<th>ROM</th>
<th>NZ</th>
<th>KNZ</th>
<th>H</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alpaca</td>
<td>AR</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Std Dev</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Min</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Max</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FE</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Std Dev</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Min</td>
<td>21.4</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Max</td>
<td>27.2</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LB</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>28.4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Std Dev</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Min</td>
<td>13.3</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Max</td>
<td>36.4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Llama</td>
<td>AR</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Std Dev</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Min</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Max</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FE</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>27.3</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Std Dev</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Min</td>
<td>23.6</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Max</td>
<td>29.6</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LB</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>32.8</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Std Dev</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Min</td>
<td>29.7</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Max</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5-3: Significance levels for species effects and the biomechanical flexibility parameters. ROM = Range of Motion; NZ = Neutral Zone; KNZ = Neutral-Zone Stiffness; H = Hysteresis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Significance Levels (p-values)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Species</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H. Lumbar vs Alpaca</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H. Lumbar vs Llama</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alpaca vs. Llama</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 5-7: Flexibility parameter comparison of ROM, Range of Motion; NZ, Neutral Zone; K, Neutral-zone stiffness, H, Hysteresis. Reference lines shown represent comparable values for human lumbar (—) [24, 31, 58] and human cervical (----, not shown for neutral-zone stiffness and hysteresis) [58, 176, 177] spine.

A two-way ANOVA of the data grouped by species subgroups showed that the effect of animal species was significant (p<0.05) between the human lumbar ROM and the alpaca and llama ROM, with no other significant differences noted between the various groups (Table 5-3). When looking specifically at the biomechanical differences between the alpaca and llama, the two are statistically similar.

5.3 Discussion

Published reports of painful disc bulging and herniation in a middle-aged llama [8] prompted the authors’ theory that the camelid cervical IVD would make a good animal model of
the human lumbar IVD, and the present work showed substantial similarities in regards to spinal posture, biomechanics, and IVD size. These shared characteristics present a unique model with potential for testing various physical, cellular, or surgical treatments, which may be more rapidly translated to viable treatments for LBP in humans.

The camelid cervical segments appeared to be more flexible than the human lumbar segments in flexion-extension and lateral-bending; however, this increased flexibility may be attributed to the methodological procedure of removing the bilateral nuchal ligaments, which are assumed to significantly increase the stiffness and resistance to the flexion and lateral-bending motions. However, this increased ROM may also be attributed to the different orientation of the facets. Preserving all ligaments for future ex vivo studies is encouraged, and in vivo uses of a camelid spine model with intact nuchal ligaments may yield flexion-extension and lateral-bending motions that are more consistent with the human lumbar spine and could determine whether the facets’ orientation significantly affect the range of motion. As the authors expected, with llamas being taller and heavier, their cervical spine segments were slightly larger in size than the alpaca segments, however the effects on biomechanical motion did not show any statistical significance. The limited number of available llama specimens used may have limited the statistical resolution of this study.

In summary, the authors believe the results provided in the present chapter show that a camelid IVD model sufficiently mimics the human lumbar IVD in regards to spinal posture and flexibility, which may be correlated with the development of intervertebral disc degeneration. The results presented here indicate exciting potential for using camelids as a model of human lumbar disc degeneration.
The purpose of the present work was to characterize the prevalence and severity of intervertebral disc degeneration in the alpaca cervical spine with hopes of identifying a large animal model to better understand this pathology in the human lumbar spine. If alpacas develop spontaneous disc degeneration with a similar prevalence and graded severity as humans, the case is strengthened to further investigate the camelid family to better understand their limitations in regards to the types and mechanisms of DDD. This study will potentially open the way for future research using camelids to study DDD and for pre-clinical testing of spinal implants and other therapeutics [28, 102, 112, 188].

6.1 Methodology

Twenty clinically normal, pasture-raised, female alpacas (*Vicugna pacos*) (Figure 6-1) were randomly chosen from a herd of 175 alpacas and transported to the imaging facility. Each alpaca was observed at a normal walking pace prior to MR imaging by the study veterinarian (BLR) to assess its gait for symmetry and lateral sequence to detect any neurologic or orthopedic abnormality. All alpacas were deemed to be in good health based on clinical assessment by the caretaker (TFR) and examination by the study veterinarian (BLR). All animals had a normal gait with no clinical signs of pain. Demographic information for the alpacas included in this study is shown in Table 6-1. All study parameters were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee.
All alpacas were fasted for 18 hours and had no access to water for 12 hours prior to the imaging study to minimize the risk of regurgitation, aspiration, and bloating, during sedation and imaging. Following a physical exam, each alpaca was sedated using 1ml/18.2kg intramuscular (IM) BKX solution. BKX was prepared by adding 1-ml of butorphanol (10-mg/ml; made in Germany for Merck Animal Health; Summit, NJ, USA) and 1-ml of xylazine (100-mg/ml; Putney; Portland, ME, USA) to a 10-ml vial of ketamine (100-mg/ml, Putney; Portland, ME, USA); BKX solution was dosed at of 0.04-mg/kg butorphanol, 4 – 5-mg/kg ketamine, and 0.4 – 0.5-mg/kg xylazine combined in a single syringe and administered by IM injection to induce recumbency within 3 - 8 minutes and to achieve up to 45 minutes of sternal recumbency. Alpaca of the Suri breed received an additional 0.5-ml of BKX solution, as recommended in the literature [189-191].

Figure 6-1: Alpaca 4 (aka “Dona”) relaxes before sedation.
Immediately after administration of the BKX sedative, aseptic preparation of a jugular venipuncture site was performed prior to placement of an intravenous (IV) catheter to provide access for additional sedation during the MRI scan (if needed). Following sedation, alpacas were placed in a kushed position (sternal recumbency, as shown in Figure 6-2) on the MRI table. The vital signs of each alpaca, including rectal body temperature, heart rate (HR), respiratory rate (RR), capillary refill time (CRT), color of mucous membranes (CMM), and reflexes (jaw tone, palpebral, panniculus, pinnae, tail), were monitored at 5 min intervals during sedation and until the animal was conscious, exhibiting purposeful movements, and lifting its head up while in sternal recumbency, then every 15-minutes until it was standing in the trailer. The sedated alpacas maintained a normal respiratory rate of 15-30 breaths/minute breathing supplemental oxygen via nasal insufflation at a rate of 5-L/min during the MRI procedure. If the animal portrayed spontaneous movement of the ventral eyelid, which is correlated with insufficient anesthesia depth, during the MRI scan, additional sedation was administered IV using 0.125-mg/kg diazepam (Hospira, Inc.; Lake Forest, IL, USA) and 0.3 mg/kg ketamine (Putney; Portland, ME, USA) [189-192].
Table 6-1: Demographic Information for Alpacas in this Study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Alpaca</th>
<th>Age (yrs)</th>
<th>Age Subgroup</th>
<th>Weight (kg)</th>
<th>Breed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alpaca 1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Young</td>
<td>49.9</td>
<td>Huacaya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alpaca 2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Young</td>
<td>63.5</td>
<td>Huacaya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alpaca 3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Young</td>
<td>48.5</td>
<td>Huacaya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alpaca 4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Young</td>
<td>52.2</td>
<td>Huacaya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alpaca 5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Young</td>
<td>59.9</td>
<td>Huacaya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alpaca 6</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Old</td>
<td>69.4</td>
<td>Huacaya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alpaca 7</td>
<td>10.8</td>
<td>Old</td>
<td>61.7</td>
<td>Huacaya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alpaca 8</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Old</td>
<td>55.3</td>
<td>Huacaya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alpaca 9</td>
<td>11.9</td>
<td>Old</td>
<td>63.5</td>
<td>Huacaya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alpaca 10</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Old</td>
<td>62.1</td>
<td>Huacaya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alpaca 11</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Old</td>
<td>54.4</td>
<td>Huacaya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alpaca 12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Old</td>
<td>64.9</td>
<td>Huacaya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alpaca 13</td>
<td>12.7</td>
<td>Old</td>
<td>56.2</td>
<td>Suri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alpaca 14</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>Old</td>
<td>72.1</td>
<td>Huacaya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alpaca 15</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>Old</td>
<td>67.6</td>
<td>Huacaya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alpaca 16</td>
<td>13.6</td>
<td>Old</td>
<td>56.7</td>
<td>Suri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alpaca 17</td>
<td>13.8</td>
<td>Old</td>
<td>54.9</td>
<td>Huacaya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alpaca 18</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>Old</td>
<td>51.7</td>
<td>Huacaya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alpaca 19</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>Old</td>
<td>63.5</td>
<td>Suri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alpaca 20</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>Old</td>
<td>68.0</td>
<td>Suri</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Magnetic resonance (MR) imaging (Figure 6-3) of the cervical spine was performed using a 3.0-T MR unit (Siemens 3T Trio System; Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany) with an 8 channel spine array and a 4 channel neck coil to acquire sagittal T2-weighted Turbo Spin Echo images [Scan 1 (C1-C3): repetition time (TR) = 3500-ms, echo time (TE) = 111-ms; Scan 2 (C3-C5): TR = 4000-ms TE = 87-ms; Scan 3 (C5-T1): TR = 3500-ms TE = 99-ms] (Figure 3). DDD was evaluated using the Pfirrmann grading system [193], which is a 5-point grading scale for classification of degeneration of the intervertebral disc where a Pfirrmann grade of “1 (one)” is
healthy and “5 (five)” is severely degenerated. The Pfirrmann grade is based on disc structure, distinction between the nucleus pulposus and annulus fibrosus, MR signal intensity, and disc height [193]. Each intervertebral disc in each alpaca was evaluated independently by a board-certified veterinary radiologist (SMS) and a board-certified human radiologist (J DW).

Figure 6-3: Example magnetic resonance image of the lower cervical spine of an 18 year old alpaca.

6.1.1 Data Analysis

The alpacas were divided into two subgroups according to age. The younger subgroup (3 – 6 years) consisted of 5 alpacas (mean age 4.8±1.1 years; mean body weight 54.8±6.6-kg), and the older subgroup (10 – 18 years) consisted of 15 alpacas (mean age 13.1±2.2 years; mean body weight 61.5±6.3-kg). The alpaca in this study included 4 Suri, and 16 Huacaya; each of the younger subgroup was Huacaya, with the 4 Suri being in the older subgroup (Table 6-1). The
effects of IVD level (e.g., C3 – C4) and the age subgroup were analyzed for statistical significance using a mixed-model analysis of variance with $\alpha=0.05$ blocking on the randomized alpaca group, which was nested with the age subgroup. Least-square means values were calculated to demonstrate the combined effect of age and IVD level, and linear trendlines were determined according to the sum of least-squares methods.

The radiologists were assumed to not be a factor with Pfirrmann grading, and both observations were weighted equally for analysis and determination of least-squares effects. Pfirrmann grades for each intervertebral disc (Figure 6-4) were determined as the average between the two observations, and rounded to the nearest integer-value Pfirrmann grade. The alpaca breed was also assumed to not be a factor with the incidence of DDD and was not taken into account.

Figure 6-4: Composite MRI of a 12 yr alpaca cervical spine with vertebrae labeled.
6.2 Results

Each alpaca was observed to have a symmetrical gait with a lateral sequence footfall pattern when walking that was assessed to be sound, clinically normal, and not suffering from any orthopedic disease [35]. Young alpacas without DDD and aged alpacas with advanced DDD, as evidenced by MR imaging in our study, were asymptomatic and did not exhibit pain or abnormality of gait or neck movement. Several IVDs presented decreased water content (MR signal intensity) and had visible defects associated with the disc structure, including disc protrusions (n=9), disc prolapse (n=5), spinal cord impingement (n=1), and mild spinal cord deviation (n=3). An item that is particularly interesting is the observation that all the alpacas in this study were asymptomatic and did not exhibit clinical signs of pain or abnormality of gait.

![Figure 6-5: (a) A boxplot comparison of the Pfirrmann grades between the old and young subgroups, with the mean indicated by the marker inside the box, which indicates the first and third quartiles. Whiskers indicate the range of data. The asterisk (*) indicates that the two groups are significantly different (p=0.0042). (b) The maximum Pfirrmann-grade for each alpaca is plotted with the animal age. The maximum degeneration in the alpaca spine is positively correlated with age, as indicated by the linear trendline.](image)

Figure 6-5: (a) A boxplot comparison of the Pfirrmann grades between the old and young subgroups, with the mean indicated by the marker inside the box, which indicates the first and third quartiles. Whiskers indicate the range of data. The asterisk (*) indicates that the two groups are significantly different (p=0.0042). (b) The maximum Pfirrmann-grade for each alpaca is plotted with the animal age. The maximum degeneration in the alpaca spine is positively correlated with age, as indicated by the linear trendline.
Figure 6-6: Boxplots of the Pfirrmann grades for all alpacas, grouped according to IVD level, show the positive correlation between DDD and IVD Level. Data mean is indicated by the “+” marker inside the box, which is bounded by the first and third quartiles, and the line inside the box represents the median. Where there is no box (e.g., C2-C3 to C4-C5), the median, and the first and third quartiles were identical. Whiskers indicate the maximum and minimum range of the dataset. P-values are shown above each whisker where the differences between the degeneration grade for the different IVD levels showed strong significance (p<0.1).

Analysis of the imaging results showed that DDD was more likely to occur in the older subgroup (p = 0.0042) (Figure 6-5). A strong positive correlation also was present between the location (IVD level) of the intervertebral disc in the cervical spine and the degree (or severity) of DDD (p < 0.0001), which was more likely to occur in the caudal cervical segments (e.g. C6-C7 and/or C7-T1) (Figure 6-6) with c7t1 being the most commonly affected disc.

In fact, there appears to be an interaction with both age and IVD level (p = 0.0062) as the differences between the two subgroups (young vs. old) increases with lower-level IVDs (Figure 6-7). Inspection of the data identified interesting similarities with the incidence rates of
degeneration in camelids according to the level of degeneration: advanced degeneration (Pfirrmann grade of at least 3) and severe degeneration (Pfirrmann grade of at least 4). In older alpacas, the incidence rate approaches 90% for advanced degeneration and upwards of 50% for severe degeneration, where degeneration was much more prevalent in the lower-level cervical IVDs and non-existent in the higher-level cervical IVDs. In younger alpacas, the prevalence of severe degeneration was essentially zero for all cervical IVDs (Figure 6-8).

Figure 6-7: (a) Least-square means degeneration lines for the old and young age subgroup by disc segment. Note that the difference in disc degeneration between the old and young subgroups increases with the IVD level.

Figure 6-8: Incidence rate of advanced (left) and severe (right) intervertebral disc degeneration by disc segment for the old and young age subgroups.
6.3 Discussion

To the authors’ knowledge, this study marks the first time the prevalence of naturally occurring disc degeneration has been evaluated for alpacas. The present work identified significant disc degeneration in the alpaca cervical spine at rates that indicate utility of the alpaca as a preclinical model for evaluating treatments for IVDD. Similar to humans, increasing age was correlated with a higher likelihood of IVDD. The progression of IVDD in aging camelids may be similar to the human condition in regards to prevalence, severity, and clinical signs. This, and other parallels of the alpaca and human pathology in regards to prevalence, severity, age, and location, strengthens the case to further investigate the camelid family to better understand the model’s strengths and limitations in regards to types and mechanism of degeneration. An item that is particularly interesting is the observation that all the alpacas in this study were asymptomatic and did not exhibit clinical signs of pain or abnormality of gait, despite the common occurrence of degeneration.

Further research may investigate the prevalence of this condition across other species within the camelid family. There were several limitations of the present work that remain to be addressed in future work. This study only utilized female alpacas, which is ideal for production animals, but gender effects may introduce additional variation in disc degeneration status. Longitudinal evaluation of alpaca degeneration with age may also identify important similarities and differences with the human condition. Post-mortem inspection of the spine may also offer substantial histological and morphological details regarding the progression of disc degeneration in camelids. Finally, an increased sample size could allow improved accuracy in regards to investigation of all potential effects and their correlation between the severity of disc degeneration and animal age (e.g., increasing the number of age subgroups, or use age as a
continuous variable), breed, gender, genetics, weight, and more. These unique parallels may yield further understanding with the correlation between disc degeneration and other disc properties, such as disc size, biomechanics, nutrition, and posture.

From a biomechanics standpoint, there are significant differences between both the kinetics and the kinematics of quadrupeds and humans. Those animals that are currently used in spinal research have a horizontal spine orientation for the thoracic and lumbar spine while standing; however this is vertical in humans when standing.\textsuperscript{49, 50} The passive compression provided by spinal musculature in the thoracic and lumbar spine is unlikely to capture the kinetic/kinematic effects of gravity and loading when the rostral and caudal ends are supported by the front and hind limbs.\textsuperscript{50} However, in all animals, the cervical spine is loaded in an open-kinetic chain and more vertically oriented. In fact, the posture of the cervical spine directed over the front legs of a quadruped is markedly similar to the bipedal structure of the human.

In summary, the prevalence and severity of spontaneous intervertebral disc degeneration in the alpaca cervical spine makes the alpaca a unique candidate for large animal studies of IVD pathology and its treatment using therapeutics or surgical interventions.
7 INTERVERTEBRAL DISC BIOREACTOR

During my master’s research, biomechanical studies were performed on cadaveric human intervertebral discs. Much effort was required in order to maintain the physical environment of the test specimen, such that it more closely resembled the natural \textit{(in vivo)} environment that the test specimen encountered during the donor’s life. Changes in temperature, humidity, and loading (follower load, load-type, and loading-rate) all affected the biomechanics of the test specimen. Understanding how different testing conditions could alter the physical results yielded increased understanding for all types of tests, particularly for biological systems. Similar to the identification of the strengths and weaknesses of a particular animal model, the degree of similarities of a test compared to the \textit{in vivo} conditions was directly connected to the quality of a test. This principle was applied for identifying camelids as a good animal model, and this same principle can be applied to cellular studies of intervertebral disc biology.

Ideally, a bioreactor is meant to provide the nutrients sufficient to sustain the life of the tissue within the bioreactor, such that it has been proven to not significantly affect or change the cell density, viability, phenotype, or any type of disc biology, mechanics, biomechanics, and mechanobiology, even as if it had never been removed from the living body. This task is hard to accomplish and extremely difficult to verify. Only a select few researchers have been capable of creating bioreactors that have been able to sustain the life of the intervertebral disc for up to
several weeks for large animal intervertebral discs, or for up to several months for small animal intervertebral discs [25, 27, 194-196].

During my doctoral studies I had the opportunity to work with a collaborative multi-disciplinary research group that brought together mechanical engineering, molecular biology, and microbiology, on a project to create an intervertebral disc bioreactor and further understand the cellular biology of the disc. Our preliminary work was successful in recreating some current research with identifying the correct mixture procedure and recipe for intervertebral disc culture medium, performing live-dead cell staining and analysis using fluorescent microscopy, as well as developing the methods, procedures, and equipment for a static-culture intervertebral disc bioreactor, and genetic studies of the alpaca IVD.

My contribution to this work was specifically involved with the creation and validation of the static bioreactor and protocols (as described in Appendix D), fluorescent microscopy, and qualitative analysis of the IVDs; I also had the opportunity to partake in the preliminary steps and tests in the creation of a dynamic bioreactor. Any additional work of developing the IVD culture medium and proper cell culture techniques, and the genetic studies (included below) was directed by Dr. Bridgewater and her lab, and is included here for documentation purposes only.

7.1 Methodology

Intervertebral disc culture medium was mixed in a sterile environment and placed in the static bioreactor. The full neck from a mature alpaca was obtained immediately following slaughter. The neck was skinned, segmented, and dissected to remove several intact intervertebral discs within two hours from the time of death. Great care was taken to not damage the disc during removal and preparation. For preparation, the adjacent bone from the vertebral
body was removed in its entirety; even the more calcified bony endplate was removed so that only the cartilage endplate remained. Within two hours from time of death, two discs were placed in the live/dead cell-staining medium (LDCM), and two discs were placed in a custom-built static culture bioreactor, which continuously circulated the intervertebral disc culture medium (DCM).

The LDCM works by binding different dyes to the cell. Living cells are stained green as the Cell-Tracker Green® freely passes through the cell membrane, and becomes cell-impermeant; the cells will fluoresce green under green excitation/emission spectra (492-517 nm). When a cell dies, the cell membrane becomes compromised and the propidium-iodide, which is normally membrane impermeant, is able to access and bind to the nucleic acids (RNA and DNA) inside the cell. Once bound to a nucleic acid, propidium iodide will fluoresce over twenty times brighter when excited under the red excitation spectra (Figure 7-1).

![Figure 7-1: The propidium iodide identifies the dead cells by fluorescing bright red.](image-url)
The two discs that were placed in the LDCM were placed on a cyclic translating platform inside an incubator and soaked for 45 – 60 minutes. These discs were then frozen in liquid nitrogen for several minutes, until the whole disc was frozen. These discs were sliced in the transverse plane using the cryostat into 8-micrometer (μm) thick sections from various heights (Figure 7-2) placed on glass slides for the fluorescent microscope. Each section included a complete transverse section of the intervertebral disc, with visible distinction of the NP and AF. Several images were taken at various levels, or depths, to qualitatively determine cell vitality of the intervertebral disc. This was used as the control test for the discs placed in the static-culture bioreactor.

Figure 7-2: The cryostat was used to slice 8 μm thick transverse sections of the intervertebral disc stained with live/dead cell-staining medium.

The two discs placed in the static culture bioreactor and followed the procedure outlined by Gawri et al. [25]: the discs were submerged in the DCM on elevated platforms within individual 100 milliliter polymethylpentene containers (Nalgene; Rochester, NY) and held inside an incubator at 37°C, 5%-CO₂. The DCM was circulated using a peristaltic pump at a rate of 3 microliters per minute, and the entire medium was changed every 3 days. One disc was removed after 4 days, and the second disc was removed after 7 days (Figure 7-3). Immediately after
removal from the bioreactor, the disc followed the procedure outlined above (and in Appendix D – Dynamic Bioreactor Protocols) for live/dead cell staining in order to determine cell vitality, compared to the control studies.

7.2 Results

Comparing the cell vitality between the intervertebral discs from control studies and the static culture bioreactor, the static-culture bioreactor was able to sustain whole viable alpaca discs for at least 7 days (Figure 7-3), as determined by live/dead cell staining. An interesting observation was how the cell vitality changed with the relative location within the disc, for both the control and bioreactor studies. Cell vitality increased with increasing depth; or, a cell was more likely to be alive the further it resided from the endplate, as shown in Figure 7-4. Without any follow-up research done concerning this matter, the assumption was that something happened during the preparation of the test specimen that killed those cells most near the surface. Several theories were presented with rough handling of the disc caused high stresses that triggered apoptosis, or (the most popular theory) that the heat created during the rapid cutting
process with the band saw would encourage cell-death. Removing the discs is an intense process that must be done as quickly as possible to preserve the life of the cells, and where this process was new to everyone involved, the excitement and anxiety of the process could have allowed multiple potential sources of error.

Figure 7-4: NP-cell vitality increased with deeper sections of the disc, as shown in the images at increasing depth from superficial, near the endplate, (upper left) to deep, mid-disc height, (lower right).

These efforts of creating an intervertebral disc bioreactor continue with the master’s research of Amanda Beatty in the development of a dynamic in vitro culture system that utilizes
the same preparation protocols (Appendix D) and culture medium as the static-culture bioreactor, but the functions of the bioreactor itself are augmented to include pneumatic actuators that are programmed to cycle and physically move, load, and pump the alpaca intervertebral discs with a cyclic compressive load and other bending motions (e.g. flexion-extension and lateral-bending) that might be experienced throughout a person’s normal activities of daily living.

7.3 Other Cellular Studies Done with the Alpaca Intervertebral Disc

In conjunction with the static culture system, specific work was done with genetic expression in regards to identifying disc degeneration. In order to do this, a specific primer is used for each individual gene of interest using a laboratory technique called qualitative, reverse transcription, polymeric chain reaction (qRT-PCR). The genes chosen for studying a possible correlation with disc degeneration included aggrecan, Col1a1, Col2a1, Sox9, MMP13, and ADAMTS5, which are specific for the particular animal’s genome. As the alpaca or llama genome are not yet sequenced (which is an expensive process), and since there is a lot of similarities with mammalian biology, these experiments were done primarily to verify whether the qRT-PCR primers from the human genome would work for an alpaca.

RNA from alpaca annulus fibrosus was isolated, reverse transcribed, and amplified using several human-specific RT2-qPCR primers (Qiagen; Hilden, Germany). These tests were successful in amplifying the expression of Col2a1, Col1a1, Sox9, MMP13, and ADAMTS5 [27, 195] genes in alpaca intervertebral discs (Figure 7-5). While some instances of aggrecan amplified, it was not sufficient to be considered as a successful trial; however, this was an N=1 study, and future studies may perform better.
Figure 7-5: Human RT2-qPCR primers can be used to measure gene expression in alpaca intervertebral discs.

Using these regions of human-alpaca homology, a panel of alpaca-specific qRT-PCR primers may now be developed for these genes and other genes that are relevant to disc degeneration, with the ultimate goal of testing potential therapeutics, both in vitro (during bioreactor studies) and in vivo, by monitoring the genetic expression of the discs cells of a camelid model of intervertebral disc degeneration. Although the alpaca genome is not yet sequenced, gene expression studies can be performed on alpaca samples using human qRT2-PCR primers.
8 COLLABORATIVE CONTRIBUTIONS TO OTHER WORK

Throughout the course of my graduate research, I have had the opportunity to work with several collaborative research projects. This project in particular involves the application of a high-displacement nano-composite strain gauge for tracking in-vivo biomechanical motion, which units with the previous research through the common goal of understanding and tracking the development and treatment of DDD.

8.1 High-displacement Nano-composite Strain Gauge

Strain has long been used in engineering design and analysis using a previously-mounted strain gauge. In fact, the strain gauge “has been the single, most-powerful tool in the field of experimental stress analysis” [197]. However, traditional strain gauges are extremely limited as they can only report small (<5%) strains. An electrically conductive material is required, and the thin metal foil used in the strain gauge limits the usable strain range to be within the elastic region for the specific metal. If the strain passes the elastic region, the material may either break and is no longer conductive) or is permanently deformed (and would require recalibration). In order to overcome the small strain limitation of traditional strain gauges, the strain gauge material must be changed. This small-strain limitation of this otherwise robust technology instantly occludes several ground-breaking developments within medicine and biology.

The purpose of this research project was to exploit a novel nano-composite polymer, which has already proven to exhibit piezo-effects, to capture strain and motion in biological soft
tissue. By tracking the parameters of strain, which is directly correlated with motion, applications include:

- Improved characterization of biological soft tissue material properties to advance the design of orthopedic implants (e.g. shoulder, knee, hip, or spine arthroscopy);

- Simplified methods to characterize and identify mechanisms of injury; or

- Continuous, instantaneous monitoring of patient health to improve rehabilitation services.

My contributions to this project included a literature review of the materials, and compiling and submitting an application for the use of human subjects through the institutional review board (IRB), including creating recruiting material, and ensuring the safety of the potential volunteers. After IRB approval was given, my available time for this project was focused on supporting the project through my prior experience with the design of statistical experiments, and experimental setup and testing, which are given in more detail below.

8.1.1 Motivation

The nano-composite polymer of interest has proven effective at consistently measuring large (over 60%) strains, thereby overcoming the small-strain limitation and enabling a new class of sensors for biomedical applications. It is this reason, in particular, that I was interested in this technology. Attaching a network of gauges to the human lumbar spine (or the camelid cervical spine) could provide a non-invasive method to track motion throughout one’s life, or following surgery, and the potential of correlating this physical motion with the development of DDD or healing after surgery was exciting.
The high strain is possible as the base/matrix material of this composite is an elastomer: a two-part silicone. The primary conductive filler is pure nickel, in the form of nickel nanostrands (NiNS). NiNS are high aspect-ratio, bifurcated nanostructures [198-204], which are made by Conductive Composites, LLC (Heber, UT), using a proprietary, low temperature, atmospheric pressure, chemical vapor deposition (LTAPCVD) process. The secondary conductive stabilizer is provided by carbon fibers, which are coated (20%, by weight) with pure nickel and cut to a length of approximately 1 – 2 mm. The nickel-coated carbon fiber (NCCF) is also provided by Conductive Composites, LLC.

Combining these elements requires a fragile manufacturing process to ensure proper dispersion while protecting the structural integrity of the conductive fillers. The NiNs are screened through a 40-gauge mesh, and then gently mixed with one part of the silicone. The NCCF is mixed with the other part of the silicone, and then all combined with a cross-linking catalytic buffer for the solution viscosity. High shear stresses may damage the unique nanostructure of the NiNS, and a cross-linking catalyst allows proper mixing with decreased shear stresses. Mixing occurs using a planetary centrifugal mixer in order to achieve uniform dispersion of the conductive fillers, resulting in a macro-homogenous mixture, which is placed into an aluminum mold for curing.

The resulting nano-composite polymer maintains a majority of the elastic properties of the silicone, and some conductivity of the nickel additives is also present, which permits a piezoresistive response. The material may be characterized with a specific resistance (10–10^6 Ω, depending on the mix ratios) as a known electrical current passes through it and the voltage potential is measured across the connection; however, due to piezoresistivity, this characteristic resistance will change upon undergoing strain.
The piezoresistivity of this material is unique as it exhibits both negative and positive piezoresistivity. Specifically: the negative piezoresistance is observed as the material is stretched (positive strain) and the resistance consequently decreases; the positive piezoresistance is observed as the material is compressed (negative strain) and the resistance consequently decreases. The resistance decreases (i.e., conductance increases) with both tension and compression, with respect to the unstrained, “neutral” position. When the material is stretched, a change in resistance will follow a repeatable curve that will consistently measure strain without plastic deformation. During testing, the gauges have shown that accurate strains can be measured along this curve with less than 10% error [205] of optical marker tracking. This nano-composite strain gauge appears to be just as versatile (or more versatile) than any of the current high displacement measurement methods currently available. They are capable of real-time measurement, and are often more cost effective than other methods [205].

Previous studies performed by Fullwood, et al. [198-200, 204-206] indicate that Si/NiNS/NCCF nanocomposites in concentrations of 11% (by volume) NiNS + 2% (by volume) NCCF can be used as simple, inexpensive large displacement sensors that can accurately measure up to 40% strains [199]. However, further characterization of the material response was required in order to become productive gauges for in situ applications. We needed to identify a composite blend that would give a repeatable electrical signal for the functional strain range within the range of human physiological motion, while maintaining the most elasticity possible so as to not adversely affect the normal biomechanics.
8.1.2  Experimental Testing

Multiple statistical designs of experiments were created by former and current BYU graduate students Taylor Remington and Dan Baradoy to identify a base elastomer and the ideal concentrations of composite elements. The base elastomer must repeatedly stretch without yielding, and the ideal concentration of conductive elements is necessary for the piezo-effect. While the conductive elements were necessary for the piezo-effect, the stiffness of the nano-composite material would increase with increasing conductive elements. A balance was needed and in order to find the middle ground for the competing requirements of conductivity and stiffness. From these studies, the selected composition of silicone and conductive elements provided one of the largest pseudo-linear electrical responses within the range of physiological motion.

Once the gauge material was created, the material required “conditioning” before it was usable. Conditioning involved pre-straining or working the material to alleviate any residual stresses or binding that may have developed during the manufacturing process. A cold-rolling process was most effective for conditioning by applying a uniform pre-strain for the whole sensor material. Attaching the conditioned gauge material to a manufactured elastic/flexible material also helped to maintain a consistent signal, however the specific elastic material varied depending on the application and the stiffness of the elastic material. While these experiments are useful with the application of this technology, there is still much to learn about the technology of nano-composite strain gauges.

This technology maintains select advantages of using a strain gauge including: blind data collection, fast sampling rates; and, near real-time (RT) communication of results. The potential for this type of sensor remains largely unknown, yet I anticipate a large impact will occur with
medical applications—specifically orthopedics, rehabilitation, injury analysis, soft tissue biomechanics, and sport/exercise science. The advancement and further development of this exciting technology will be carried on with the research of Dan Barador and others. My contributions to this project were limited to a literature review of the materials, and gaining IRB approval, which were summarized in the background and motivation (above), in addition to supporting various experiments of others, which are also described above.
9 SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK

The objective of this work was to examine the hypothesis that camelids (specifically llamas and alpacas) will naturally develop intervertebral disc degeneration in the cervical spine due to similarities in the cellular, morphological and biomechanical environment, and therefore would be a good animal model for intervertebral disc degeneration and the human lumbar spine. The present work identified degeneration in the alpaca cervical IVDs at rates that indicate utility of the alpaca as a preclinical model for evaluating treatments for DDD. Camelids show substantial characteristic similarities in regards to morphology and biomechanics, in addition to the prevalence of degenerative pathology, of the intervertebral disc. Similarities in size and biomechanics should make the camelid model more attractive than current models for preclinical trials of orthopaedic implants, specifically in regards to in vivo testing.

It is likely that the camelid model will have large applications with nutrition and degeneration studies of the IVD. There is still much to be learned concerning the development of DDD in camelids; however, that utilization of camelids for explorations of increasing age and the development of DDD would be extremely valuable. The progression of DDD in aging camelids was shown to be similar to the human condition in regards to prevalence, and severity. This, and other parallels of the alpaca and human pathology strengthens the case for further investigation of the camelid family to better understand the model’s strengths and limitations in regards to types and mechanism of degeneration. An item that is particularly interesting is the
observation that all the alpacas in this study were asymptomatic and did not exhibit clinical signs of pain or abnormality of gait; however, clinical signs are not completely absent [8] from camelids.

To my knowledge, this research marks the first time the prevalence of naturally occurring disc degeneration has been evaluated for alpacas. The results of this research highlight key characteristics that suggest the alpaca and llama area a viable candidate for large animal studies of IVD degeneration. Both healthy and unhealthy spines can be studied using this animal model that substantially resembles the human lumbar IVD. It is likely that similar results would be found in llamas, other camelids, and any other animal according to the desired characteristics explained in Chapter 3. Furthermore, as alpaca and llama farms are located throughout the world, the results presented here encourage worldwide collaboration on a growing worldwide problem.

In summary, the camelid IVD model sufficiently mimics the human lumbar IVD in regards to spinal posture, size, shape, and biomechanics. The classification of spontaneous disc degeneration in the cervical spine is consistent with a lack of notochord cells, which is common with large animals. Future work may involve regeneration studies of a spontaneously degenerated IVD, which has been limited in the past by the availability of a viable large animal model, and further testing and validation is needed to better understand the application of this work in regards to the camelid’s susceptibility to IVD degeneration and the potential for regeneration. Regardless, as alpaca or llama farms are located throughout the world the results presented here indicate exciting potential for using camelids as a model of human lumbar disc degeneration all over the world.
9.1 Recommendations for Continuing Work

While the use of a camelid (alpaca or llama) model of intervertebral disc degeneration may help bridge the gap for an improved understanding of DDD, all models have their limitations. Understanding those limitations is equally important as the model itself, as this understanding further strengthens the application and utilization of that particular model. Specific limitations of this model are not fully understood yet, but our understanding will continue to increase with future independent utilization, testing, and verification, of the camelid model of lumbar disc degeneration.

There were several limitations of the present work that remain to be addressed in future work. Further research may investigate the prevalence of this condition across other species within the camelid family. Also, these studies only utilized female alpacas, which are ideal for production animals, but gender effects may introduce additional variation in disc degeneration susceptibility. The camelid cervical segments appeared to be more flexible than the human lumbar segments in flexion-extension and lateral-bending; however, this increased flexibility may be attributed to the lack of the bilateral nuchae ligaments during the flexibility studies, which are assumed to provide a substantial increase in stiffness and resistance to flexion and lateral-bending. Future ex-vivo or in-vivo testing that incorporates these ligaments during flexibility testing may confirm the average ROM of the cervical spine.

Future research may help to further understand the effect of age and its correlation with DDD; tracking the development of degeneration throughout the lifetime of a camelid would allow a longitudinal statistical evaluation of alpaca degeneration with age, which may identify important similarities and differences with the human condition. Post-mortem inspection of the spine may also offer substantial histological and morphological details regarding the progression.
of disc degeneration in camelids, particularly if a Pfirrmann-grade analysis is completed prior to death.

As always, an increased sample size could allow improved accuracy in regards to the above studies and their correlation between the severity of disc degeneration and animal age (e.g., increasing the number of age subgroups, or use age as a continuous variable), breed, gender, genetics, weight, and more. These unique parallels may yield further understanding of potential correlations between DDD and other intervertebral disc properties, such as disc size and nutrition, spine biomechanics and posture, or cell density and type. These are just a few of the limitations. Ultimately, by investigating a new animal, there is still much to learn. The investigation of the applicability of the camelid cervical spine as a model for the human lumbar spine and disc degeneration is ongoing.
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APPENDIX A – STATISTICAL CODE FOR DATA ANALYSIS

A.1 Geometry and Flexibility Data Analysis

goptions reset=all; /*Clear format settings*/
ods listing; /*turn on output delivery system (ODS)*/
option mprint;
*ods listing close; /*turn off ODS*/

%let data1 = Biomech;
%let data2 = Geometry;
%let Path =
C:\Users\Dean\Dropbox\1_PhD\2_AnimalModel\Paper1_CamelidBiomechanics\Data;
%let Tmax = 4.0; /*Nm*/
%let Tmin = -4.0; /*Nm*/
%let Tstep = 0.004;
%let SS = 0.05; /*Statistical Significance p-value, alpha<0.05*/
%let NZpercent = 0.85; /*range of NZ to use when calculating H and K*/

title1 "&data SAS Analysis";

/*----------------Import Data----------------*/
/* Import DIP Boltzmann parameters from datafile */
proc import out = WORK.Dean
datafile
=C:\Users\Dean\Dropbox\1_PhD\2_AnimalModel\Paper1_CamelidBiomechanics\Data\Alpaca_v3.xlsx'
dbms = EXCEL replace;
range = "DIPboltzman$";
getnames = YES;
mixed = NO;
scantext = YES;
usetime = YES;
scantime = YES;
run;

data &data1;
set Dean (drop=F20 F21 F22);
if ROM = . then delete;
if ROM = 0 then delete;
if Species = 'Llama' then Temp='ROOM';
if Species = 'Alpaca' then Temp='ROOM';
if Load = 'nL';
UA = -ROM/2;
UB = ROM/2;
LA = UA;
LB = UB;
*ROM = mean(abs(UB-UA),abs(LB-LA));
UAREA = UA*(Tmax-Tmin) - UA/Ua1*log((1+exp(Ua1*(Um1)))/(1+exp(Ua2*(Um2)))) + UB/Ua2*log((1+exp(Ua1*(Um1)))/(1+exp(Ua2*(Um2))));
LAREA = LA*(Tmax-Tmin) - LA/La1*log((1+exp(La1*(Lm1)))/(1+exp(La2*(Lm2)))) + LB/La2*log((1+exp(La1*(Lm1)))/(1+exp(La2*(Lm2))));
AREA = UAREA - LAREA;
HA = AREA/ROM; /*HysteresisArea calculates the average spread per degree of the ROM*/
run;

proc sort data=&Data1;
  by Species Dir Load Segment ROM;
run;

data DataNZkh;
  set &Data1;
  do m = Tmin to Tmax by Tstep;
    /*thetaUP*/
    Utheta = UA/(1+exp(Ua1*(m-Um1))) - UB/(1+exp(Ua2*(m-Um2))) + UB;
    /*thetaLOW*/
    Ltheta = LA/(1+exp(La1*(m-Lm1))) - LB/(1+exp(La2*(m-Lm2))) + LB;
    Dtheta = Utheta - Ltheta;
    output;
  end;
run;

/*Determine NZ as the maximum rotation difference between upper and lower curves*/
proc means data=DataNZkh (keep=Dir Load Species Segment ROM Dtheta) max noprint;
  var Dtheta;
  by Species Dir Load Segment ROM;
  output out=DataNZ(drop=_TYPE_ _FREQ_) max=NZ;
run;

/*Attach NZ to NZkh dataset */
/*Set limit for calculating K and H, based on NZ*/
/*Calculate derivative of upper and lower curves within a% of NZ*/
data DataNZkh (keep=Dir Load Species Segment ROM NZ mUP mLOW UK LK);
  merge DataNZkh DataNZ;
  by Species Dir Load Segment ROM;
/*To get NZ flexibility coefficient, determine the slope of the torque-rotation curve at rotation=0*/
  if Utheta>-&NZpercent*NZ/2 and Utheta<&NZpercent*NZ/2 then Uf = -
    UA*Ua1*exp(Ua1*(m-Um1))/(1+exp(Ua1*(m-Um1)))**2 + UB*Ua2*exp(Ua2*(m-Um2))/(1+exp(Ua2*(m-Um2)))**2;
  UK=1/Uf; /* [Stiffness] = 1/[Flexibility] */
  if Ltheta>-&NZpercent*NZ/2 and Ltheta<&NZpercent*NZ/2 then Lf = -
    LA*La1*exp(La1*(m-Lm1))/(1+exp(La1*(m-Lm1)))**2 + LB*La2*exp(La2*(m-Lm2))/(1+exp(La2*(m-Lm2)))**2;
  LK=1/Lf; /* [Stiffness] = 1/[Flexibility] */
  if Utheta>-&NZpercent*NZ/2 and Utheta<&NZpercent*NZ/2 then mUP = m;
  if Ltheta>-&NZpercent*NZ/2 and Ltheta<&NZpercent*NZ/2 then mLOW = m;
run;
/*Select UK, LK, mUP, and mLOW for each test subject (FSU+TEMP+DIR)*/
proc means data=DataNZkh mean noprint;
  var UK LK mUP mLOW;
  by Species Dir Load Segment ROM NZ; /*want UK, LK for each obs*/
  output out=DataNZkh(drop=_TYPE_ _FREQ_) mean=UK LK mUP mLOW;
run;
/*Attach NZ UK LK to raw dataset*/
data &data1(drop=mLOW mUP UA LA UB LB);
  merge &data1 DataNZkh;
  by Species Dir Load Segment ROM;
  if mUP=. or mLOW=. or UK=. or LK=. then delete;
  K=mean(UK,LK); /*average stiffness coefficient of subject*/
  H=mLOW-mUP; /*hysteresis: focuses on the mid-portion of the torque-rotation curve*/
  NZROMr=NZ/ROM; /*NZ-to-ROM ratio*/
run;
proc sort data=&data1;
  by Species Dir;
run;
/*
ods rtf file="C:/Users/Dean/sasDATA.rtf";
proc means data=&data1 mean std min max maxdec=1;
  class Species Dir;
  var ROM AREA NZ NZROMr HA H UK LK K;
*/
output out=DataSumm_(drop=_TYPE_ _FREQ_ _Label_);
run;
ods rtf close;
*="/*
/*===================================Report Analysis Datasets, raw and normalized===================================*/
ods listing off; /*turn off ODS*/
options orientation=portrait; /*page formatting*/
*ods pdf file="&Path\DATA.pdf";
*ods rtf file="&Path\DATA.rtf";
*/ /* Report DIP-Boltzmann Data */
proc report data=&data1 nowd headline headskip;
column Species Dir Load Segment Ua1 Um1 Ua2 Um2 La1 Lm1 La2 Lm2 ROM;
declare Species / display center;
declare Dir / display center;
declare Load / display center;
declare Segment / display center width=7;
declare Ua1 / center format=BEST6.;
declare Um1 / center format=BEST6.;
declare Ua2 / center format=BEST6.;
declare Um2 / center format=BEST6.;
declare La1 / center format=BEST6.;
declare Lm1 / center format=BEST6.;
declare La2 / center format=BEST6.;
declare Lm2 / center format=BEST6.;
declare ROM / center format=BEST6.;
title2 "&Data DIP-Boltzmann Data"
run;

/*Report Calculated Flexibility Data*/
proc report data=&data1 nowd headline headskip;
column Species Dir Load Segment ROM AREA NZ NZROMr HA H UK LK K;
declare Species / display center;
declare Dir / display center;
declare Load/ display center;
declare Segment / display center width=7;
declare ROM / center format=BEST6.;
declare AREA / center format=BEST6.;
declare HA / center format=BEST6.;
declare H / center format=BEST6.;
declare NZ / center format=BEST6.;
declare NZROMr / center 'NZ\ROM' format=BEST6.;
declare UK / center format=BEST6.;
declare LK / center format=BEST6.;
declare K / center format=BEST6.;
title2 "&Data Flexibility Raw Data"
run;

goptions reset=footnote symbol;
options orientation=landscape; /*page formatting*/ /*page formatting*/ /*options 1s=78 pageno=1 */

proc sort data=&data1;
   by Dir Load Species;
run;
data Camelid; set &data1;
   if Species = 'H. Lumbar' then delete;
run;

data DataAR; set Camelid;
   if Dir = 'AR';
run;

data DataFE; set Camelid;
   if Dir = 'FE';
run;

data DataLB; set Camelid;
   if Dir = 'LB';
run;

/*Import Geometry Data*/
proc import out = Dean
datafile ="C:\Users\Dean\Dropbox\1_PhD/2_AnimalModel\Paper1_CamelidBiomechanics\Data\Alpaca_v3.xlsx"
dbms = EXCEL replace;
range = "GeoDATA$";
getnames = YES;
mixed = NO;
scantext = YES;
usedate = YES;
scantime = YES;
run;

data &data2; set Dean;
run;

proc sort data = Dean;
   by species segment nspecie;
run;
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proc means data=&data2 mean std min max maxdec=1;
  class Species;
  var Depth_Total Width_Total Depth_NP Width_NP Depth_AF Width_AF Height;
  output out=DataGeo(drop=_TYPE_);
run;

/*Create Boxplots and export to .rtf file*/
goptions reset=all;
symbol1 v=none i=none cv=red ci=red co=red;
ods listing; /*turn on ODS*/
ods rtf file="&Path\boxplots.rtf";
%macro boxFlexPar1(dat1=, var=, t2=, t3=, ref1=, ref2=,);
  *title2 "&t2";
  title3 ", "&t3";
  proc boxplot data=&dat1;
    plot &var*Species /
      cvref=red /*specifies color of vertical reference lines*/
      lvref=2 /*specifies line-type of vertical reference lines*/
      vref=&ref1 &ref2/*specifies vertical position of vertical reference lines*/
      /*vreflabels ="H.Lumbar' 'H.Cervical"/" specifies labels for vertical
      reference lines*/
      vreflabpos=2 /*specifies position of labels for vertical reference lines*/
      height=7.5;
    label &var = "&t2";
  run;
%mend;
%boxFlexPar1(dat1=DataAR, var=ROM, t2=Range of Motion (deg), t3=Axial Rotation,
  ref1=4, ref2=10);
%boxFlexPar1(dat1=DataFE, var=ROM, t2=Range of Motion (deg), t3=Axial Rotation,
  ref1=15, ref2=16);
%boxFlexPar1(dat1=DataLB, var=ROM, t2=Range of Motion (deg), t3=Lateral Bending,
  ref1=12, ref2=17);
%boxFlexPar1(dat1=DataAR, var=NZ, t2=Neutral Zone (deg), t3=Axial Rotation,
  ref1=0.6, ref2=12);
%boxFlexPar1(dat1=DataFE, var=NZ, t2=Neutral Zone (deg), t3=Lateral Bending,
  ref1=0.9, ref2=14);
%boxFlexPar1(dat1=DataLB, var=NZ, t2=Neutral Zone (deg), t3=Lateral Bending,
  ref1=4.2, ref2=19);
%macro boxFlexPar2(dat1=, var=, t2=, t3=, ref1=, ref2=,);
  *title2 "&t2";
  title3 "&t3";
  proc boxplot data=&dat1;
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plot &var*Species /
  cvref=red /*specifies color of vertical reference lines*/
  lvref=2 /*specifies line-type of vertical reference lines*/
  vref=&ref/*specifies vertical position of vertical reference lines*/
  /*vreflabels ='H.Lumbar'/* specifies labels for vertical reference lines*/
  vreflabpos=2 /*specifies position of labels for vertical reference lines*/
  height=7.5;
label  &var = "&t2";
run;
%mend;

%boxFlexPar2(dat1=DataAR, var=K, t2=Stiffness (N-m/deg), t3=Axial Rotation, ref1=2.1);
%boxFlexPar2(dat1=DataFE, var=K, t2=Stiffness (N-m/deg), t3=Flexion Extension, ref1=0.7);
%boxFlexPar2(dat1=DataLB, var=K, t2=Stiffness (N-m/deg), t3=Lateral Bending, ref1=0.3);
%boxFlexPar2(dat1=DataAR, var=H, t2=Hysteresis (N-m), t3=Axial Rotation, ref1=1);
%boxFlexPar2(dat1=DataFE, var=H, t2=Hysteresis (N-m), t3=Flexion Extension, ref1=0.4);
%boxFlexPar2(dat1=DataLB, var=H, t2=Hysteresis (N-m), t3=Lateral Bending, ref1=0.6);

/*Geometry*/
%macro boxMACRO(var=, t2=, ref=);
title2 "&t2";
proc boxplot data=&data2;
  plot &var*Species /
    cvref=red /*specifies color of vertical reference lines*/
    lvref=2 /*specifies line-type of vertical reference lines*/
    vref=&ref/*specifies vertical position of vertical reference lines*/
    /*vreflabels ='H.Lumbar'/* specifies labels for vertical reference lines*/
    vreflabpos=2 /*specifies position of labels for vertical reference lines*/
    height=7.5;
label  &var = "&t2";
run;
%mend;
%boxMACRO(var=Depth_Total__mm_, t2=Total Depth, ref=34);
%boxMACRO(var=Width_Total__mm_, t2=Total Width, ref=50);
%boxMACRO(var=Depth_NP__mm_, t2=NP Depth, ref=17);
%boxMACRO(var=Width_NP__mm_, t2=NP Width, ref=36);
%boxMACRO(var=Depth_AF__mm_, t2=AF Depth, ref=15);
%boxMACRO(var=Width_AF__mm_, t2=AF Width, ref=15);
%boxMACRO(var=Height__mm_, t2=Height, ref=10);
ods rtf close;

%macro MixAn(dvar=, dlp3=);
/* Perform Mixed-Models ANOVA for (model=&dvar) variables of the selected datasets*/
/* Mixed-Models ANOVA of Specie */
proc mixed data=&data1 maxiter=100;
  class Segment Species Dir NSpecie;
model &dvar = Species Dir Species*Dir /*Species(Segment)*;/
random Nspecie/subject=Nspecie;
title "Mixed-Models ANOVA for &dvar ";
lsmeans Species*Dir/pdiff adjust=tukey;
ods output Tests3 = &dlp3.P(keep=ProbF);
ods output diffs=&dlp3.diff;
run;

data &dlp3.diff; set dlp3.diff;
   if Species=_Species or Dir=_Dir;
run;
proc sort data=&dlp3.diff;
   by AdjP;
run;
proc print data=&dlp3.diff;
    run;
%mend MixAn;
%MixAn(dvar=ROM, dlp3=ROMdlp3);
%MixAn(dvar=NZ, dlp3=NZdlp3);
%MixAn(dvar=H, dlp3=Hdlp3);
%MixAn(dvar=K, dlp3=Kdlp3);
%MixAn(dvar=Area, dlp3=Arealdlp3);
%MixAn(dvar=HA, dlp3=HAdlp3);
%MixAn(dvar=NZromR, dlp3=NZromRdlp3);
%MixAn(dvar=UK, dlp3=UKdlp3);
%MixAn(dvar=LK, dlp3=LKdlp3);
%MixAn(dvar=Ua1, dlp3=Ua1dlp3);
%MixAn(dvar=Um1, dlp3=Um1dlp3);
%MixAn(dvar=Ua2, dlp3=Ua2dlp3);
%MixAn(dvar=Um2, dlp3=Um2dlp3);
%MixAn(dvar=La1, dlp3=La1dlp3);
%MixAn(dvar=La2, dlp3=La2dlp3);
%MixAn(dvar=Lm1, dlp3=Lm1dlp3);
%MixAn(dvar=Lm2, dlp3=Lm2dlp3);
/*Organize p-value tables*/
   %macro Ptable(TAB=, Eff=, Ua1=, Um1=, Ua2=, Um2=, La1=, Lm1=, La2=, Lm2=, ROM=, NZ=, NZromR=, AREA=, HA=, H=, UK=, LK=, K=);

data &TAB;
   merge &Eff
      &Ua1(rename=(ProbF=Ua1)) &Um1(rename=(ProbF=Um1))
      &Ua2(rename=(ProbF=Ua2)) &Um2(rename=(ProbF=Um2))
&La1(rename=(ProbF=La1)) &Lm1(rename=(ProbF=Lm1))
&La2(rename=(ProbF=La2)) &Lm2(rename=(ProbF=Lm2))
&ROM(rename=(ProbF=ROM)) &AREA(rename=(ProbF=Area))
&NZ(rename=(ProbF=NZ)) &NZromR(rename=(ProbF=NZromR))
&HA(rename=(ProbF=HA)) &H(rename=(ProbF=H))
&UK(rename=(ProbF=UK)) &LK(rename=(ProbF=LK)) &K(rename=(ProbF=K));
label ROM='ROM' Area='Area' NZ='NZ' NZromR='NZromR' HA='HA' H='H' UK='UK' LK='LK' K='K';
Ua1='Ua1' Um1='Um1' Ua2='Ua2' Um2='Um2' La1='La1' Lm1='Lm1' La2='La2' Lm2='Lm2';

*format Ua1 Um1 Ua2 Um2 La1 Lm1 La2 Lm2 ROM AREA H NZ UK LK K pFMT.;
/*apply format*/
run;

* proc datasets library=work;
  delete &Ua1 &Um1 &Ua2 &Um2 &La1 &Lm1 &La2 &Lm2 &ROM &AREA &NZ &NZromR &HA &H &UK &LK &K;
  run;
%mend Ptable;

%Ptable(TAB=Pdlp3, Eff=Effects, Ua1=Ua1dlp3, Um1=Um1dlp3, Ua2=Ua2dlp3, Um2=Um2dlp3, La1=La1dlp3, Lm1=Lm1dlp3, La2=La2dlp3, Lm2=Lm2dlp3, ROM=ROMdlp3, NZ=NZdlp3, NZromR=NZromRdlp3, AREA=AREAdlp3, HA=HAdlp3, H=Hdlp3, UK=UKdlp3, LK=LKdlp3, K=Kdlp3); /*DLP p-value*/

%macro MixAn(dvar=, dlp3=);
/* Perform Mixed-Models ANOVA for (model=&dvar) variables of the selected datasets*/
/* Mixed-Models ANOVA of Specie */
proc mixed data=Dean maxiter=100;
  class Segment Species Nspecie;
  model &dvar = Species Segment /*Nspecie Species(Segment)*/;
  random Nspecie/subject=Nspecie;
  title "Mixed-Models ANOVA for &dvar ";
  ods output Tests3 = &dlp3(keep=ProbF);
run;
%mend MixAn;

%MixAn(dvar=Depth_Total, dlp3=DT);
%MixAn(dvar=Width_Total, dlp3=WT);
%MixAn(dvar=Depth_NP, dlp3=dNP);
%MixAn(dvar=Width_NP, dlp3=wNP);
%MixAn(dvar=Height, dlp3=H);

/*
%MixAn(dvar=Area, dlp3=Areadlp3);
%MixAn(dvar=HA, dlp3=HAdlp3);
%MixAn(dvar=NZromR, dlp3=NZromRdlp3);
*/
%MixAn(dvar=UK, dlp3=UKdlp3);
%MixAn(dvar=LK, dlp3=LKdlp3);
%MixAn(dvar=Ua1, dlp3=Ua1dlp3);
%MixAn(dvar=Um1, dlp3=Um1dlp3);
%MixAn(dvar=Ua2, dlp3=Ua2dlp3);
%MixAn(dvar=Um2, dlp3=Um2dlp3);
%MixAn(dvar=La1, dlp3=La1dlp3);
%MixAn(dvar=Lm1, dlp3=Lm1dlp3);
%MixAn(dvar=La2, dlp3=La2dlp3);
%MixAn(dvar=Lm2, dlp3=Lm2dlp3);

A.2 MRI Data Analysis

%let Path = C:\Users\Dean\Dropbox\1_PhD\Alpaca Disc;
%let data1 = MAN1;
option mprint;
/*=============Import Data============*/
proc import out = &data1
datafile = 'C:\Users\Dean\Dropbox\1_PhD\Alpaca Disc\Data\AlpacaMRI_Dean2.xlsx'
dbms = EXCEL replace;
range = "SAS$";
getnames = YES;
mixed = NO;
scantext = YES;
usedate = YES;
scantime = YES;
run;

data &Data1;
   set &DATA1;
   if Pfirrmann < 3 then PfirrBIN="Healthy";
      else PfirrBIN="Degen";
   if Pfirrmann < 3 then PfirrMULT=1;
      else if Pfirrmann = 3 then PfirrMULT=2;
      else PfirrMULT=3;
   if Age <= 6 then AGE2="Young";
      else AGE2="Old";
   if Reviewer="SSV" then Rad="VR";
      else if Reviewer="W" then Rad="HR"
run;

proc sort data=&Data1;
   by AGE2 Segment Rad;
run;

proc means data=&Data1 mean std min max maxdec=2;
class AGE2;
  var Age Weight Pfirrmann;
  output out=DataSumm(drop=_TYPE_);
run;

/* Perform Mixed-Models ANOVA for (model=&dvar) variables of the selected datasets*/
/* Mixed-Models ANOVA of Pfirrmann */
proc mixed data=&DATA1 maxiter=100;
  class AGE2 Segment Alpaca/*Disc (no repeats-->infinite likelihood*/;
  model Pfirrmann = Segment AGE2 Segment*AGE2/*each Alpaca tested at one Age*/
/*Alpaca*Segment/*Each segment of each alpaca tested*/;
  random Alpaca(AGE2)/subject=Alpaca;
  title "Mixed-Model ANOVA for Alpaca MRI Pfirrmann ";
  lsmeans /*AGE2*/ Segment /*Segment*AGE2 */ / pdiff adjust=tukey;
  ods output diffs = PFdiff;
run;

/*Pfirrmann Degeneration boxplots*/
%macro boxPfirrmann(var1=, var2=, t1=, t2=);
  proc sort data=&Data1;
    by &var2;
  run;

  proc boxplot data=&Data1;
    plot &var1*&var2 /
      cvref=red /*specifies color of vertical reference lines*/
      lvref=2 /*specifies line-type of vertical reference lines*/
      height=7.5;
    label &var1 = "&t1 vs &t2";
  run;
%mend;
%boxPfirrmann(var1=Pfirrmann, var2=AGE2, t1=Pfirrmann Grade, t2=Age Subgroup);
%boxPfirrmann(var1=Pfirrmann, var2=Segment, t1=Pfirrmann Grade, t2=IVD Level);
## APPENDIX B – DATA TABLES

### B.1 Alpaca and Llama DIP-Boltzmann Parameters

Table B-1: Alpaca and Llama DIP-Boltzmann Parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Species</th>
<th>DIR</th>
<th>Load</th>
<th>Segment</th>
<th>Ua1</th>
<th>Um1</th>
<th>Ua2</th>
<th>Um2</th>
<th>La1</th>
<th>Lm1</th>
<th>La2</th>
<th>Lm2</th>
<th>ROM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alpaca</td>
<td>AR</td>
<td>nL</td>
<td>c3c4</td>
<td>0.6852</td>
<td>-0.389</td>
<td>0.6852</td>
<td>-0.389</td>
<td>0.7078</td>
<td>0.4987</td>
<td>0.7078</td>
<td>0.4987</td>
<td>4.2063</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alpaca</td>
<td>AR</td>
<td>nL</td>
<td>c3c4</td>
<td>0.8653</td>
<td>-0.46</td>
<td>0.8653</td>
<td>-0.46</td>
<td>0.8874</td>
<td>0.3857</td>
<td>0.8874</td>
<td>0.3857</td>
<td>6.9827</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alpaca</td>
<td>AR</td>
<td>nL</td>
<td>c4c5</td>
<td>0.5962</td>
<td>-0.964</td>
<td>0.5962</td>
<td>-0.964</td>
<td>0.5678</td>
<td>0.872</td>
<td>0.5678</td>
<td>0.872</td>
<td>2.6158</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alpaca</td>
<td>AR</td>
<td>nL</td>
<td>c4c5</td>
<td>0.7055</td>
<td>-0.42</td>
<td>0.7055</td>
<td>-0.42</td>
<td>0.7037</td>
<td>0.631</td>
<td>0.7037</td>
<td>0.631</td>
<td>4.4821</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alpaca</td>
<td>AR</td>
<td>nL</td>
<td>c4c5</td>
<td>0.8294</td>
<td>-0.323</td>
<td>0.8294</td>
<td>-0.323</td>
<td>0.8823</td>
<td>0.3018</td>
<td>0.8823</td>
<td>0.3018</td>
<td>6.3775</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alpaca</td>
<td>AR</td>
<td>nL</td>
<td>c4c5</td>
<td>0.9205</td>
<td>-0.377</td>
<td>0.9205</td>
<td>-0.377</td>
<td>0.9122</td>
<td>0.4516</td>
<td>0.9122</td>
<td>0.4516</td>
<td>8.741</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alpaca</td>
<td>AR</td>
<td>nL</td>
<td>c5c6</td>
<td>0.6871</td>
<td>-1.122</td>
<td>0.6871</td>
<td>-1.122</td>
<td>0.6677</td>
<td>0.5237</td>
<td>0.6677</td>
<td>0.5237</td>
<td>2.9396</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alpaca</td>
<td>AR</td>
<td>nL</td>
<td>c5c6</td>
<td>0.5505</td>
<td>-0.502</td>
<td>0.5505</td>
<td>-0.502</td>
<td>0.5965</td>
<td>0.7987</td>
<td>0.5965</td>
<td>0.7987</td>
<td>3.7238</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alpaca</td>
<td>AR</td>
<td>nL</td>
<td>c6c7</td>
<td>0.7093</td>
<td>-1.181</td>
<td>0.7093</td>
<td>-1.181</td>
<td>0.5938</td>
<td>0.1209</td>
<td>0.5938</td>
<td>0.1209</td>
<td>2.2056</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alpaca</td>
<td>AR</td>
<td>nL</td>
<td>c7t1</td>
<td>0.8255</td>
<td>-0.352</td>
<td>0.8255</td>
<td>-0.352</td>
<td>0.7536</td>
<td>0.7993</td>
<td>0.7536</td>
<td>0.7993</td>
<td>4.1685</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alpaca</td>
<td>FE</td>
<td>nL</td>
<td>c3c4</td>
<td>0.9252</td>
<td>-0.962</td>
<td>0.9252</td>
<td>-0.962</td>
<td>1.0612</td>
<td>-0.474</td>
<td>1.0612</td>
<td>-0.474</td>
<td>24.904</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alpaca</td>
<td>FE</td>
<td>nL</td>
<td>c3c4</td>
<td>0.8682</td>
<td>-0.466</td>
<td>0.8682</td>
<td>-0.466</td>
<td>0.8821</td>
<td>-0.084</td>
<td>0.8821</td>
<td>-0.084</td>
<td>27.233</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alpaca</td>
<td>FE</td>
<td>nL</td>
<td>c4c5</td>
<td>0.8704</td>
<td>0.5446</td>
<td>0.8704</td>
<td>0.5446</td>
<td>0.8441</td>
<td>1.143</td>
<td>0.8441</td>
<td>1.143</td>
<td>22.416</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alpaca</td>
<td>FE</td>
<td>nL</td>
<td>c4c5</td>
<td>0.8421</td>
<td>-0.523</td>
<td>0.8421</td>
<td>-0.523</td>
<td>0.8769</td>
<td>-0.024</td>
<td>0.8769</td>
<td>-0.024</td>
<td>26.699</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alpaca</td>
<td>FE</td>
<td>nL</td>
<td>c5c6</td>
<td>0.8697</td>
<td>-1.13</td>
<td>0.8697</td>
<td>-1.13</td>
<td>0.9526</td>
<td>-0.678</td>
<td>0.9526</td>
<td>-0.678</td>
<td>25.204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alpaca</td>
<td>FE</td>
<td>nL</td>
<td>c5c6</td>
<td>0.9185</td>
<td>-0.656</td>
<td>0.9185</td>
<td>-0.656</td>
<td>0.9493</td>
<td>-0.198</td>
<td>0.9493</td>
<td>-0.198</td>
<td>26.883</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alpaca</td>
<td>FE</td>
<td>nL</td>
<td>c7t1</td>
<td>1.4499</td>
<td>1.2242</td>
<td>1.4499</td>
<td>1.2242</td>
<td>1.3054</td>
<td>1.6628</td>
<td>1.3054</td>
<td>1.6628</td>
<td>21.413</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alpaca</td>
<td>LB</td>
<td>nL</td>
<td>c3c4</td>
<td>0.9218</td>
<td>-0.556</td>
<td>0.9218</td>
<td>-0.556</td>
<td>0.8429</td>
<td>0.3333</td>
<td>0.8429</td>
<td>0.3333</td>
<td>29.484</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alpaca</td>
<td>LB</td>
<td>nL</td>
<td>c4c5</td>
<td>0.8476</td>
<td>0.0815</td>
<td>0.8476</td>
<td>0.0815</td>
<td>0.8101</td>
<td>0.6167</td>
<td>0.8101</td>
<td>0.6167</td>
<td>27.327</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alpaca</td>
<td>LB</td>
<td>nL</td>
<td>c4c5</td>
<td>1.0435</td>
<td>-0.112</td>
<td>1.0435</td>
<td>-0.112</td>
<td>0.9783</td>
<td>0.3246</td>
<td>0.9783</td>
<td>0.3246</td>
<td>34.522</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alpaca</td>
<td>LB</td>
<td>nL</td>
<td>c4c5</td>
<td>1.1843</td>
<td>-0.165</td>
<td>1.1843</td>
<td>-0.165</td>
<td>1.1412</td>
<td>0.6083</td>
<td>1.1412</td>
<td>0.6083</td>
<td>36.247</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alpaca</td>
<td>LB</td>
<td>nL</td>
<td>c4c5</td>
<td>0.8725</td>
<td>-0.549</td>
<td>0.8725</td>
<td>-0.549</td>
<td>0.9806</td>
<td>0.1055</td>
<td>0.9806</td>
<td>0.1055</td>
<td>36.353</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alpaca</td>
<td>LB</td>
<td>nL</td>
<td>c5c6</td>
<td>0.8976</td>
<td>-0.095</td>
<td>0.8976</td>
<td>-0.095</td>
<td>0.8677</td>
<td>0.3254</td>
<td>0.8677</td>
<td>0.3254</td>
<td>25.967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alpaca</td>
<td>LB</td>
<td>nL</td>
<td>c5c6</td>
<td>0.8211</td>
<td>-0.343</td>
<td>0.8211</td>
<td>-0.343</td>
<td>0.8404</td>
<td>0.1263</td>
<td>0.8404</td>
<td>0.1263</td>
<td>29.798</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alpaca</td>
<td>LB</td>
<td>nL</td>
<td>c6c7</td>
<td>0.7957</td>
<td>-0.18</td>
<td>0.7957</td>
<td>-0.18</td>
<td>0.712</td>
<td>0.4214</td>
<td>0.712</td>
<td>0.4214</td>
<td>22.339</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## B.2 Alpaca and Llama Flexibility Parameters

Table B-2: Alpaca and Llama Flexibility Parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Species</th>
<th>DIR</th>
<th>Load</th>
<th>Segment</th>
<th>ROM</th>
<th>AREA</th>
<th>NZ</th>
<th>NZ/ROM</th>
<th>HA</th>
<th>H</th>
<th>UK</th>
<th>LK</th>
<th>K</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alpaca</td>
<td>AR</td>
<td>nL</td>
<td>c3c4</td>
<td>4.2063</td>
<td>3.2957</td>
<td>0.6466</td>
<td>0.1537</td>
<td>0.7835</td>
<td>0.888</td>
<td>1.3959</td>
<td>1.3513</td>
<td>1.3736</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alpaca</td>
<td>AR</td>
<td>nL</td>
<td>c3c4</td>
<td>6.9827</td>
<td>5.5505</td>
<td>1.2801</td>
<td>0.1833</td>
<td>0.7949</td>
<td>0.844</td>
<td>0.6675</td>
<td>0.6509</td>
<td>0.6592</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alpaca</td>
<td>AR</td>
<td>nL</td>
<td>c4c5</td>
<td>2.6158</td>
<td>3.9192</td>
<td>0.6835</td>
<td>0.2613</td>
<td>1.4983</td>
<td>1.836</td>
<td>2.6089</td>
<td>2.7393</td>
<td>2.6741</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alpaca</td>
<td>AR</td>
<td>nL</td>
<td>c4c5</td>
<td>4.4821</td>
<td>4.1693</td>
<td>0.8207</td>
<td>0.1831</td>
<td>0.9302</td>
<td>1.052</td>
<td>1.2754</td>
<td>1.2788</td>
<td>1.2771</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alpaca</td>
<td>AR</td>
<td>nL</td>
<td>c4c5</td>
<td>6.3775</td>
<td>3.7262</td>
<td>0.8574</td>
<td>0.1344</td>
<td>0.5843</td>
<td>0.624</td>
<td>0.7596</td>
<td>0.714</td>
<td>0.7368</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alpaca</td>
<td>AR</td>
<td>nL</td>
<td>c4c5</td>
<td>8.741</td>
<td>6.8725</td>
<td>1.6398</td>
<td>0.1876</td>
<td>0.7862</td>
<td>0.828</td>
<td>0.5015</td>
<td>0.5061</td>
<td>0.5038</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alpaca</td>
<td>AR</td>
<td>nL</td>
<td>c5c6</td>
<td>2.9396</td>
<td>4.2058</td>
<td>0.7991</td>
<td>0.2719</td>
<td>1.4307</td>
<td>1.646</td>
<td>2.0171</td>
<td>2.076</td>
<td>2.0466</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alpaca</td>
<td>AR</td>
<td>nL</td>
<td>c5c6</td>
<td>3.7238</td>
<td>3.9523</td>
<td>0.6932</td>
<td>0.1861</td>
<td>1.0613</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>1.968</td>
<td>1.8162</td>
<td>1.8921</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alpaca</td>
<td>AR</td>
<td>nL</td>
<td>c6c7</td>
<td>2.2056</td>
<td>2.5094</td>
<td>0.4763</td>
<td>0.216</td>
<td>1.1377</td>
<td>1.302</td>
<td>2.5866</td>
<td>3.0897</td>
<td>2.8382</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alpaca</td>
<td>AR</td>
<td>nL</td>
<td>c7t1</td>
<td>4.1685</td>
<td>4.3639</td>
<td>0.9382</td>
<td>0.2251</td>
<td>1.0469</td>
<td>1.152</td>
<td>1.2788</td>
<td>1.2893</td>
<td>1.2332</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alpaca</td>
<td>FE</td>
<td>nL</td>
<td>c3c4</td>
<td>24.904</td>
<td>11.202</td>
<td>3.2081</td>
<td>0.1288</td>
<td>0.4498</td>
<td>0.488</td>
<td>0.1743</td>
<td>0.152</td>
<td>0.1631</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alpaca</td>
<td>FE</td>
<td>nL</td>
<td>c3c4</td>
<td>27.233</td>
<td>9.7504</td>
<td>2.2757</td>
<td>0.0836</td>
<td>0.358</td>
<td>0.382</td>
<td>0.1695</td>
<td>0.1668</td>
<td>0.1681</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alpaca</td>
<td>FE</td>
<td>nL</td>
<td>c4c5</td>
<td>22.416</td>
<td>12.23</td>
<td>2.8685</td>
<td>0.128</td>
<td>0.5456</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.2058</td>
<td>0.2122</td>
<td>0.209</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alpaca</td>
<td>FE</td>
<td>nL</td>
<td>c4c5</td>
<td>26.699</td>
<td>12.406</td>
<td>2.8766</td>
<td>0.1077</td>
<td>0.4647</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.1784</td>
<td>0.1713</td>
<td>0.1749</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alpaca</td>
<td>FE</td>
<td>nL</td>
<td>c5c6</td>
<td>25.204</td>
<td>10.217</td>
<td>2.6987</td>
<td>0.1071</td>
<td>0.4054</td>
<td>0.454</td>
<td>0.183</td>
<td>0.1671</td>
<td>0.175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alpaca</td>
<td>FE</td>
<td>nL</td>
<td>c5c6</td>
<td>26.883</td>
<td>11.626</td>
<td>2.88</td>
<td>0.1071</td>
<td>0.4325</td>
<td>0.458</td>
<td>0.1624</td>
<td>0.1572</td>
<td>0.1598</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alpaca</td>
<td>FE</td>
<td>nL</td>
<td>c7t1</td>
<td>21.413</td>
<td>8.8982</td>
<td>3.2945</td>
<td>0.1539</td>
<td>0.4156</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.1296</td>
<td>0.1439</td>
<td>0.1368</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alpaca</td>
<td>LB</td>
<td>nL</td>
<td>c3c4</td>
<td>29.484</td>
<td>24.731</td>
<td>5.7728</td>
<td>0.1958</td>
<td>0.8388</td>
<td>0.888</td>
<td>0.1486</td>
<td>0.1625</td>
<td>0.1555</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Species</td>
<td>DIR</td>
<td>Load</td>
<td>Segment</td>
<td>ROM</td>
<td>AREA</td>
<td>NZ</td>
<td>NZ-ROM</td>
<td>HA</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>UK</td>
<td>LK</td>
<td>K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>-----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alpaca</td>
<td>LB</td>
<td>nL</td>
<td>c4c5</td>
<td>27.327</td>
<td>13.454</td>
<td>3.0475</td>
<td>0.1115</td>
<td>0.4923</td>
<td>0.534</td>
<td>0.1732</td>
<td>0.1812</td>
<td>0.1772</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alpaca</td>
<td>LB</td>
<td>nL</td>
<td>c4c5</td>
<td>34.522</td>
<td>14.526</td>
<td>3.8727</td>
<td>0.1122</td>
<td>0.4208</td>
<td>0.438</td>
<td>0.1114</td>
<td>0.1188</td>
<td>0.1151</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alpaca</td>
<td>LB</td>
<td>nL</td>
<td>c4c5</td>
<td>36.247</td>
<td>27.423</td>
<td>8.0208</td>
<td>0.2213</td>
<td>0.7565</td>
<td>0.772</td>
<td>0.0943</td>
<td>0.0979</td>
<td>0.0961</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alpaca</td>
<td>LB</td>
<td>nL</td>
<td>c4c5</td>
<td>36.353</td>
<td>22.426</td>
<td>5.6447</td>
<td>0.1553</td>
<td>0.6169</td>
<td>0.656</td>
<td>0.1268</td>
<td>0.1129</td>
<td>0.1199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alpaca</td>
<td>LB</td>
<td>nL</td>
<td>c5c6</td>
<td>25.967</td>
<td>10.27</td>
<td>2.4216</td>
<td>0.0933</td>
<td>0.4208</td>
<td>0.438</td>
<td>0.1114</td>
<td>0.1188</td>
<td>0.1162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Llama</td>
<td>AR</td>
<td>nL</td>
<td>c5c6</td>
<td>29.798</td>
<td>12.987</td>
<td>2.9053</td>
<td>0.0975</td>
<td>0.4358</td>
<td>0.472</td>
<td>0.1639</td>
<td>0.1601</td>
<td>0.162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Llama</td>
<td>AR</td>
<td>nL</td>
<td>c5c6</td>
<td>29.643</td>
<td>15.037</td>
<td>3.625</td>
<td>0.1223</td>
<td>0.5073</td>
<td>0.538</td>
<td>0.1612</td>
<td>0.1467</td>
<td>0.1539</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Llama</td>
<td>AR</td>
<td>nL</td>
<td>c3c4</td>
<td>4.5145</td>
<td>4.0826</td>
<td>0.814</td>
<td>0.1803</td>
<td>0.9043</td>
<td>1.014</td>
<td>1.2486</td>
<td>1.2412</td>
<td>1.2449</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Llama</td>
<td>FE</td>
<td>nL</td>
<td>c5c6</td>
<td>23.556</td>
<td>12.264</td>
<td>2.7964</td>
<td>0.1187</td>
<td>0.5206</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.2171</td>
<td>0.2037</td>
<td>0.2104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Llama</td>
<td>LB</td>
<td>nL</td>
<td>c2c3</td>
<td>33.764</td>
<td>17.468</td>
<td>4.7634</td>
<td>0.1411</td>
<td>0.5174</td>
<td>0.536</td>
<td>0.1163</td>
<td>0.1103</td>
<td>0.1133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Llama</td>
<td>LB</td>
<td>nL</td>
<td>c3c4</td>
<td>35.046</td>
<td>32.264</td>
<td>7.5141</td>
<td>0.2144</td>
<td>0.9206</td>
<td>0.978</td>
<td>0.1318</td>
<td>0.1275</td>
<td>0.1296</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Llama</td>
<td>LB</td>
<td>nL</td>
<td>c5c6</td>
<td>29.691</td>
<td>16.445</td>
<td>3.8494</td>
<td>0.1296</td>
<td>0.5539</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.1561</td>
<td>0.1511</td>
<td>0.1536</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### B.3 Boxplot comparisons of Alpaca and Llama Flexibility Data

The following boxplots were used for comparison of the alpaca and llama data, which included the biomechanical flexibility parameters noted above (Range of Motion, ROM; Neutral Zone, NZ; Neutral-Zone Stiffness, K; and Hysteresis, H), in addition to other flexibility parameters not described above, including: Area, NZ-ROM Ratio, Hysteresis-Area, Upper Stiffness, and Lower Stiffness. Further details and explanation concerning these flexibility parameters may be obtained from my masters work [31]. Boxplots are also included for comparison of the parameters that make up the DIP-Boltzmann curve. Further details and explanation concerning these parameters may also be obtained from my masters work [31].
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APPENDIX C: COMPOSITE MRI IMAGES OF ALPACA SPINES

This images were put together by Dr. John Wendel, and were used by Dr. Wendel and Dr. Suzanne Stiegar-Vanegas for assigning a degeneration rating using the Pfirrmann grade. The first image (below) is an exemplar of a grade 1 (top) through grade 5 (bottom), according to the Pfirrmann grade. The following images are of each of the 20 alpacas that was scanned, with one alpaca, named “SuzyQ,” scanned twice.
APPENDIX D – DYNAMIC BIOREACTOR PROTOCOLS

D.1 FSU Retrieval

Materials

PBS-Solution
Dissection Mats
Latex/Nitrile Gloves
Safety Glasses
Face-Shield
Dissection Gown & booties
Band-saw or sawzall
Dremel-tool w/ wheel blades
Scalpels: handles & blades

Procedure

Immediately following the time of donor “death” (TOD), and obtaining the cervical spine

Note: Time of death may refer to the time that the animal/donor dies, or the time that a tissue sample was removed from a living donor. However, this must be exclusive for all samples in the test group (i.e., all the tissue samples must come from living donors, or all the samples must come from a donor following death) in order to maintain consistency in the supporting environment of the cell/tissue.

1. In lab notebook, mark the TOD of animal.
2. Thoroughly wet the entire cervical spine with PBS solution.
3. Locate the IVD of interest using palpation techniques.
4. Using a saw (bandsaw, sawzall, or Dremel-tool w/ wheel blade), make a mid-transverse cut through the superior and inferior vertebra, adjacent to the IVD of interest, and remove the vertebra-IVD-vertebra section from the rest of the tissue.
5. Use the bandsaw or scalpel to remove any peripheral soft-tissue that may contribute stiffness to the IVD joint.

*The FSU is now clean and ready for Flexibility Studies or see additional prep for culture and/or staining.
D.2 IVD Preparation (For Static Culture or Live/Dead Staining)

Materials

PBS-Solution
Dissection Mats
Latex/Nitrile Gloves
Safety Glasses
Face-Shield
Dissection Gown & booties
Band-saw or sawzall
Dremel-tool w/ wheel blades
Scalpels: handles & blades

Procedure

1. Using a saw (bandsaw, sawzall, or Dremel-tool w/ wheel blade), remove bony vertebrae down to the endplate.
2. Place the IVD in a beaker with a solution of DMEM + Pen/Strep (antiseptic) and transport to a clean facility.
3. Drop the IVD into a small beaker containing ethanol and retrieve using the long forceps.
4. Transfer the IVD into the large, sterile fume hood.
5. Tap off the excess ethanol before passing the disk over a flame (with long forceps) to burn off all impurities and contaminants.

*The disk is now clean and must not leave the sterile zone (i.e., fume hood).

6. Clean off all musculature and bony endplate whilst in the hood using a sterile scalpel.
   a. Make a transverse cut through the superior bony vertebral endplate.
      i. Remove as much of the bony endplate as safely possible
   b. Make a transverse cut through the inferior bony vertebral endplate.
      i. Using a various cutting tools (e.g., scalpel, Dremel®), remove as much of the bony endplate as safely possible

7. Use the dremel tool (sanitized/clean) and a sterile end-mill bit to remove the bony endplate, leaving only the cartilage endplate.
8. Use sterile saline to rinse off shavings/debris from cuts.
9. The disk is now ready for culture or staining.
   a. For static culture...Place the disc into the IVD culture medium
   b. For live/dead staining... Place the disc into the live/dead stain solution.
D.3  IVD Preparation (For Dynamic Bioreactor Culture)

Materials

PBS-Solution
Dissection Mats
Latex/Nitrile Gloves
Safety Glasses
Face-Shield
Dissection Gown & booties
Band-saw or sawzall
Dremel-tool w/ wheel blades
Scalpels: handles & blades

Procedure

Immediately following the time of donor “death” (TOD), and obtaining the cervical spine

Note: Time of death may refer to the time that the animal/donor dies, or the time that a tissue sample was removed from a living donor. However, this must be exclusive for all samples in the test group (i.e., all the tissue samples must come from living donors, or all the samples must come from a donor following death) in order to maintain consistency in the supporting environment of the cell/tissue.

1. Use the bandsaw or scalpel to remove any peripheral soft-tissue that may interfere with cuts through the superior/inferior endplates.
2. Place the IVD in a beaker with a solution of DMEM + Pen/Strep (antiseptic) and transport to clean facility for cell culture or staining
3. Drop the IVD into a small beaker containing ethanol and retrieve using the long forceps.
4. Transfer the IVD into the large, sterile fume hood.
5. Tap off the excess ethanol before passing the disk over a flame (with long forceps) to burn off all impurities and contaminants.

*The disk is now clean and must not leave the fume hood.*

6. Clean off all musculature whilst in the hood using a sterile scalpel.
7. Using the Dremel End-mill tool (sterilized), remove the anterior and posterior vertebral bodies (caudal and cephalic). Using this access point
   a. Remove as much of the bony endplate as safely possible
   b. Using the Dremel End-mill tool (sterilized), or other various cutting tools (sterilized) (e.g., scalpel, Dremel®), remove as much of the bony endplate as safely possible**
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**It is advised that the cartilage endplate be left intact as much as possible to discourage swelling of the disk**

8. Using the PBS-solution (sterile) clean the IVD to remove any blood, and bone-fragments

   ***You should now have a whole, single IVD.***

9. Once cleaned, the disk can be placed onto the stand within the Dynamic Bioreactor and covered with culture medium.

10. Remove bioreactor from the fume hood and transport to a 5% CO₂ incubator.

   ****All lids and openings of the bioreactor must be tightly closed while transported out of the fume hood, once within the incubator lids must be loosened to allow for flow of CO₂ into the bioreactor.

11. Change the medium in the bioreactor approximately every 3 days to continue optimal nutrient flow through the disk.

12. Batteries connected to the bioreactor need to be swapped at least once a day so the pump never stops.

   *****The small battery is charged at the outlet by the sink within the clean room, the large battery is charged at the outlet by the refrigerator in the lab area.

Note: the pump should be on the lowest setting to have a relaxed medium flow through the bioreactor.

---

**D.4 Live/Dead Stain Solution**

**Stain Ingredients**

- 30mL DMEM
- 6 µL Cell-Tracker Green
- 30 µL Propidium Iodide

**Staining Procedure**

1. Spray the bioreactor and wipe off the excess ethanol with kimtech wipes before bringing under the sterile hood.

   **Tighten the lids of the bioreactor before removing from incubator**

2. Under the hood, remove disk from the bioreactor using sterile forceps and transport into the beaker of dye previously prepared under the hood

3. Remove the beaker from the fume hood (at this point contamination is of no concern)
4. Pump the disk within the medium for 5 minutes before incubating; induce loading in both lateral bending and flexion extension ranges of motion for even distribution of dye.
5. Cover the entire beaker with aluminum foil to keep light from disrupting the proteins within the dye.
6. Transport to a 37° incubator for 45 minutes.
7. After incubating wash the disk briefly with PBS solution to remove excess dye; induce loading in both lateral bending and flexion extension ranges of motion for even washing.
8. Wrap in aluminum foil.
9. Flash freeze the disk in liquid nitrogen for 10 seconds by placing the disk in a plastic box within the storage racks, and submerging within the liquid nitrogen.
10. Once flash frozen the disk can be bound to a cryostat using OCT tissue solution.
11. Samples from the disk can now be taken using the cryostat and placed on slides by gently pressing the slide on top of the sample cut from the disk within the cryostat.
12. View samples under the fluorescent microscope in the RIC facility on the 8th floor of the WIDB.

D.5 IVD Culture Medium Preparation(for Static Culture or Dynamic Bioreactor)

Ingredients

- 500 mL high-glucose DMEM (w/ 4500 mg Glucose/L + 0.584 g L-glutamine /L + 3.7 g NaHCO_3 /L).
- 100 mL FBS (20%)
- 12.5 mL HEPES
- 12.5 μL ascorbate (L-ascorbic acid)
- 1.0 mL Pen/Strep
- 500 μL Gentamycin
- 3 mL Fungizone
- 55 mg Sodium Pyruvate
- 1403 mg NaCl (added 40 mM)

Sterile Requirements

Note: It is important that the medium remain sterile throughout this process so the final product and various chemicals involved stay free from contaminants.

- Containers and instruments must be autoclaved before use and not opened until within the fume hood to keep sterile.
- All ingredients must be mixed within a sterile fume hood in the clean room.
Anything exposed to air within the lab (or clean room) is considered unsterile
Everything brought into the fume hood must be sprayed with 70% ethanol for sterilization.
The person mixing the medium must wear gloves that were sterilized with ethanol before brought to work under the hood.

- Although it is considered clean within the fume hood, care must be taken in case contaminants are present
- Pipet tips must be replaced before using a different chemical.
- The pipette-er must take great care not to touch the pipette tip to anything throughout the process to ensure the tip remain sterile: if contact is made to potentially unsterile objects, change the pipette tip.
- Avoid the lips of containers when retrieving chemicals as that is the most likely place for contaminants to reside (It may help to tip bottles in order to access the chemicals without inserting the pipette fully into the container).

**Mixing Procedure**

Strictly observing the sterile requirements (above), mix all ingredients within the DMEM container

1. Thaw FBS, Pen/Strep, [other frozen ingredients].
   a. Place in zip-loc bags to avoid direct contact with water
   b. Submerge chemicals in a 37° incubation bath until the chemicals have thawed completely
2. Using the large (25 mL) pipette, transfer 100-mL FBS to DMEM
3. Using the large (10 mL) pipette, transfer 12.5 mL HEPES to DMEM
4. Using the 20 uL pipette, transfer 12.5 uL ascorbate to DMEM
5. Using the 1000 uL pipette, transfer 1 mL pen/strep to DMEM
6. Using the 1000 uL pipette, transfer 500 uL gentamycin to DMEM
7. Using the 1000 uL pipette, or the large (5 mL) pipette, transfer 3 mL fungizone to DMEM
8. Once all the sterile chemicals have been mixed into DMEM, remove container from the sterile fume hood to add the potentially unsterile powder chemicals to the solution
   a. Measure 55 mg of sodium pyruvate and 1403 mg NaCl on an accurate weight scale, using clean weigh boats and spatulas to transfer and weigh chemicals to avoid excess contaminants
   b. Add chemicals into DMEM outside of the fume hood and carefully swill the bottle to dissolve the powders
9. Sterilize the DMEM and filter package with ethanol before bringing into the fume hood
10. Assemble the filter and attach the vacuum pump under the fume hood (making sure all containers on the filter are tight to allow for a tight vacuum and fast filtration)
11. Pour the medium into the top container and turn on the vacuum pump from beneath the fume hood to begin filtration
12. Once the medium has been pulled through the filter into the container below, remove filter and screw on the sterile lid contained within the filter package
13. Parafilm the seam around the lid of the container and label the bottle BABEL before storing in the fridge until needed